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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

The gate matrix layout style is one of the computer 

aided layout techniques which have been developed to 

obtain a physical layout of a given complementary metal-

oxide (CMOS) logic circuit in the custom VLSI chip 

design. This style was introduced by Lopez and Law 

[LOLA80]. A Gate matrix is an array-type structural 

representation. In this representation, transistors, 

the basic elements of any integrated circuits, are 

placed at the position of elements of a matrix and 

connections are made between the transistors by using 

horizontal or vertical segments of wires. 

The ordered structure and the simplified arrangement 

of geometries are the characteristics of the gate matrix 

layout. The gate matrix style provides (1) high packing 

density layout comparable to a hand drawn layout, (2) 

compatibility with verification tools, and (3) 

technology updatability [KANG83]. Improvement in the 

performance of more-than-three times has been reported 

using the gate matrix style over the polycell-based 

control logic [KANG83]. 



The main objective of the gate matrix layout problem 

is to find a layout in minimum area for a given circuit. 

For a given circuit, different net constructs can be 

obtained by permuting the transistors in a net. For 

example, it is possible to obtain different net 

constructs by permuting the transistors which are in 

series. Global optimization using all possible 

different net constructs has not been found yet 

[HWAN86]. One of the previous methods [HWAN87] 

considered different net constructs for series and 

parallel circuits.' Complex circuits were not considered 

to obtain different net constructs from the same 

circuit. In this thesis, We have considered complex 

circuits such as AOI and OAI circuits. We have 

introduced a new net representation, called PST-net 

representation and developed algorithms based on min-

net-cut heuristic to achieve the objective. Section 1.3 

describes the problem in detail and section 2.1 compares 

the PST-net method and the previous works on gate matrix 

layout problem. 

1.2 Automatic Generation of Layout 

A typical VLSI chip contains several thousand 

transistors and interconnecting wires. Without a doubt, 

VLSI design development processes are very complex. 



Although the manufacturing cost of integrated circuits 

is independent of the device complexity, the time and 

design cost increase with the complexity of the circuit. 

The most time consuming, and therefore, costly task is 

the transformation of the logic design to the final mask 

artwork. Hence, the need to use computers for the VLSI 

chip design becomes more important. The following are 

some of the major computer-aided layout tools which are 

used in VLSI design development: 1) PLA generators, 2) 

gate-array generators, 3) standard-cell assemblers, and 

4) gate-matrix generators. Given below is a sketchy 

description of these array structures. 

1.2.1 Programmable Logic Arrays 

Combinational logic elements are an important part 

of any digital design. The combinational logic elements 

are implemented using any one of the following methods: 

1) random logic, 2) read-only memory, and 3) 

programmable logic array (PLA). In random-logic 

designs, the logic description is translated into logic 

gates such as NAND, NOR, AOI, etc.. In read-only memory 

design, the data is stored in tabular form. This 

approach is suitable for data where there is little or 

no regularity. In a PLA design, a logic description is 

transformed into sum-of-product terms. A PLA is dividei 



into two planar areas known as the AND plane and the OR 

plane. The AND plane implements product terms and the 

OR plane implements the sum terms. The resulting layout 

consists of two matrices for the AND and OR planes. 

Usually, the PLA generates sparse matrices. The PLA is 

split and folded to reduce the area [RUBI87]. 

1.2.2 Gate Arrays 

The gate-array design style is another popular 

approach that has been used in the development of semi-

custom VLSI chip designs. In this approach, most layers 

of the design of a chip is developed ahead of time and 

is then customized to the specifications of a circuit by 

defining one or more layers of metal [HOLL87]. A gate-

array is made of identical blocks of unconnected 

transistors. An array of these blocks combined with 

some I/O pads, underpasses, ground and power buses form 

a complete chip. Hence, a circuit can be fabricated 

quickly. 

1.2.3 Gate Matrices 

A gate matrix layout is a two-dimensional array 

arrangement of polysilicon and diffusion wires. The 

polysilicon wires are laid vertically across the 

complete layout and form the columns of the matrix. 



Segments of diffusion and metal wires are laid 

horizontally and form the rows of the matrix. In this 

process, a transistor is formed wherever a poly wire 

crosses a diffusion wire segment. The terminals of 

transistors are interconnected by segments of metal 

wires. A polysilicon column serves as the gate for all 

the transistors which share the same column. 

In a CMOS implementation, there are two types of 

transistors, nMOS (n-transistors) and pMOS (p-

transistors). The logic of a circuit is implemented by 

both types of transistors. Figure 1.1(b) provides a 

structural view of the CMOS circuits. There are two 

parts. The top part using the p-transistor implements 

transmission path for all input combinations (xl, ..., 

xn) for which the desired function F(xl, ..., xn) equals 

1. The bottom part implements (complement of F) using 

n-transistors, providing transmission paths for all 

input combinations for which F(xl, ..., xn) equals 0. 

Thus, the top part is dual of the bottom part. This 

duality is shown by the Fig. 1.1(a). 

In CMOS gate matrix layout style, the p-transistors 

are placed in the upper half and the n-transistors are 

placed in the lower half of the matrix. Terminals of 

transistors are generally interconnected by metal wires 

which run horizontally. In the two metal layer 



implementation, a separate metal layer can be assigned 

for connections to the power and the ground lines. 

Therefore, the details of these connections are usually 

ignored in the statement of the optimization problems. 

Moreover, since there is perfect duality between the 

upper half and the lower half layouts, the layout 

optimization problem need only consider the 

implementation by n-transistors. The thesis problem 

will be stated only for the lower half of the matrix 

optimization problem; power and ground connections are 

usually ignored as they can be done in the second layer 

of metal. Since the layout optimization problem is same 

for the n- and p-transistor circuits, we considered only 

n-transistor circuits in this thesis. 

Example: Fig. 1.2 describes the gate matrix layout 

style implementation using a small circuit. The logic-

gate level and schematic of the circuit are given in 

Fig. 1.2 (a) and (b) respectively. A gate matrix layout 

for the circuit is given in Fig. 1.2 (c). For each 

signal, whether it is a input, output, or intermediate, 

there is a column in the layout. For this example, the 

order of the columns has been chosen arbitrarily. The 

boxes made up of stripes of diffusion wires which are 

connected to other transistor by metal wires shown by 

solid lines. 
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As the gate matrix layout is just an orderly 

structure of a network of transistors, it can be 

represented more compactly. Figure 1.3 (b) shows an 

abstract representation of the layout given in Fig. 

1.2(c). In this representation, stripes (wire segments) 

of diffusion or metal are shown by line segments and 

transistors are marked by 'X.' There are some other 

symbols which are needed to explain the details of the 

layout given in Fig. 1.3(a). The reader will see that 

this abstract representation is sufficient for the 

formulation of the problem and for the demonstration of 

the algorithm developed for this thesis to solve the 

problem. 

1.2.3.1 Terms 

Given below is a brief description of some of the 

terms which are needed to describe the thesis problem in 

the next section. These terms are explained by 

referring to the portion of the diagrams in Fig. 1.2. 

A schematic denotes a network of transistors. Each 

transistor has 3 terminals; namely, source , drain, and 

the gate. The gate of a transistor is connected either 

to an input signal or an intermediate signal which is 

the output of a sub-circuit. A net denotes the logical 

connection between terminals of two or more transistors. 
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In Fig. 1.2(d), Nl denotes the connection between the 

drain terminals of transistors labeled a and b and the 

gate of transistor labeled c. N3 denotes the path 

between the drain of a and the source of d. A net 

connecting transistors parallel (or serially) is called 

a parallel-net (or serial-net). Nl is a parallel-net 

and N4 is a serial-net. A net is realized by placing 

the transistors which are connected by a net on a single 

track and connecting their terminals. The extent of the 

two ends determine an interval. In Fig. 1.2(c), (d, b, 

e, z) together form an interval and is assigned the last 

track. 

1-2-3-2 G^tg Matrix Layout Problem 

As there is one column for each input, output, or 

intermediate signal, the number of columns is 

independent of how the nets are extracted or placed the 

horizontal segments and the number of tracks needed to 

lay these segments is dependent on the gate ordering, 

net representation and their placement procedures. 

Example 2: Figures 1.4 (b) and (c) show two 

different layouts for the circuit given in Fig. 1.4 (a) 

[WING85]. The saving of one row in the layout (c) is 

obtained by computing a proper ordering. Hence, the 
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gate ordering plays a very important part in the gate 

matrix layout optimization. 

The area optimization problem for the gate matrix 

layout can be stated as follows: The optimization 

problem is to find an order of the poly columns so that 

a minimum number of tracks is needed for the layout. 

The layout optimization problem is divided into two 

steps: 1) gate assignment, and 2) track assignment. The 

gate assignment step determines a proper gate ordering 

and assigns these gates to the columns of the matrix. 

After the gate assignment is over, the nets are placed 

on the tracks so that the number of tracks required is 

minimum. This process is called the track assignment. 

To connect terminals of transistors, which are part 

of the same logical component but are placed on 

different tracks in the track assignment step, vertical 

diffusion runs are used. In Fig. 1.2(c), diffusion runs 

are used to connect the part of a net on track 2 with 

other two parts placed on track 3 and 4. As the space 

between any two consecutive poly columns is the same and 

is fixed, there is no room to lay the diffusion runs. 

We say that a "diffusion run conflict" exists if a 

vertical diffusion wire runs near a transistor. If all 

vertical diffusion runs necessary to connect inter-track 

nets can be laid so that i) there are no two diffusion 
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runs between any two columns, and ii) no diffusion run 

passes next to a transistor in the same column, then all 

the nets are said to be realizable. 

After completing the track assignment step, tracks 

are divided into two sets: 1) tracks which have one or 

more vertical diffusion runs, and 2) the remaining 

tracks. If the first set is empty, the layout is 

complete. Otherwise, the first set of tracks is 

permuted to realize all the vertical diffusion runs. If 

a diffusion run conflict is unavoidable, the spacing 

between the two poly columns is enlarged to make room 

for the diffusion run. This process of permutation is 

called the row assignment. 

Example 3: In Fig. 1.5 (a), the diffusion run in the 

left is realizable, but the diffusion run in the right 

is not [WING85]. Rows are permuted to obtain a 

realizable layout as shown in Fig. 1.5 (b). 

1.3. Tlie Thesis Ffoblgm 

1.3.1. Extended-dynamic-nets 

The description of the formulation of the problem 

and the outline of the gate matrix layout solution 

presented in the previous section is given by Wing et 

al. [WING85]. They transformed some of the original 

work on an interval graph [OHTS74] to establish their 
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approach. Fixing a schematic representation of a given 

CMOS circuit, they first extracted the net-lists 

(interconnection of transistors and the terminal 

connection), and then applied the two steps. The net-

lists are called fixed-nets because these are based on a 

fixed representation of the circuit. Thus the 

transistors, connected serially in the chosen schematic 

representation, are connected in the same order in the 

layout. However, it may be advantageous to extract 

serially connected transistors as a set, rather than a 

sequence, and decide the ordering for making connections 

after the gate ordering has been completed. Example 2 

clearly shows this advantage. 

Hwang et al. introduced the concept of delayed 

binding to delay the net binding for serially-connected 

transistors until the gate assignment is determined 

[HWAN86]. They developed a net representation called 

dynamic-net to capture this advantage. Finalizing the 

net binding after computing the gate assignment does not 

change the logical connections. However, on average, 

net length can be shortened. 

The dynamic-net-list representation has been 

developed only for serial and parallel connections of 

transistors. It does not deal with complex serial-

parallel or parallel-serial connections of transistors. 
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Therefore, their approach is suitable for the circuits 

that can be given at the logic gate-level using the NAND 

and/or NOR gates. In this thesis, we develop extended-

dynamic-net-list representation so that complex gates 

such as OAI (or-and-invert) can be included in the 

circuit. Consider the example shown in Fig. 1.6(a). 

Its dynamic net-list does not represent the different 

permutation of series or parallel groups of nets as 

shown in Figs. 1.6(c) - 1.6(e). 

In order that complex gates such as OAI (or-and-

invert) can be included in the circuit, and the 

advantage of binding can be achieved, we unlock the 

study of extended dynamic-net list representation. In 

this formulation, an extended-dynamic-net is a 

collection of dynamic-nets. A realization of these 

dynamic-nets provides connections between some fixed-

nets, each representing a parallel or serial connection 

of transistors. 

1.3.2 Metal-Diffusion Overlapping 

A diffusion wire can be used to connect two adjacent 

transistors by abutting their source/drain terminals. 

As the metal wire runs in different layers, a diffusion 

and a metal wire can be overlapped without violating any 
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design rules. The metal-diffusion overlapping can be 

used to reduce the layout area. 

Figure 1.7 demonstrates the advantage of using 

metal-diffusion overlap. Figure 1.7(a) shows a layout 

of the circuit given in [WING85]. Figure 1.7(b) shows 

another layout for the same circuit using dynamic-net 

method [HWAN86]. It requires four tracks which is an 

improvement over the layout of Fig. 1.7(b). Figure 

1.7(c) is another layout which needs only three tracks. 

Metal-diffusion wires are overlapped at two places: i) 

a metal wire is overlapped over the diffusion wire in 

the first row, and ii) a metal wire is overlapped over 

the metal-diffusion contact in the second row. This 

arrangement of metal-diffusion overlap saves a row in 

the overall layout for this example. 

In CMOS chip designs, source and drain terminals of 

p-transistors are laid in the p-diffusion layer, and 

similarly, the source and drain terminals of n-

transistors laid in the n-diffusion layer. Only one 

type of polysilicon, either p- or n-type, is used for 

gates of both types of transistors. A poly-diffusion 

contact can be made only if they are of the same type 

(n- or p-type) of material. To overlap a metal wire on 

a poly-diffusion contact, it may be necessary that the 

polysilicon column be made of different materials for 
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the two halves, and be connected by a metallic contact 

at the joining of the two areas. The advantages due to 

the metal-diffusion overlap are: i) the number of 

diffusion runs are reduced, and ii) the number of tracks 

required for the nets are reduced. Figure 1.7 clearly 

shows these advantages. 

The main objective of the gate assignment step is to 

reduce the net density in each column. It is possible 

that the assignment of more than one column for the same 

gate may reduce the layout area. To demonstrate the 

multiple column assignment, consider the layout shown in 

Fig. 1.8 (a). Figure 1.8 (b) shows yet another layout 

for the same circuit which uses one extra (column) 23. 

Column 23 is a duplicate of the column 11. This 

duplication saves a row in the final layout. 

1.4 Our Approach 

The previous two sections describe the importance of 

extended-dynamic-net, metal-diffusion overlap, and the 

multiple column assignment for a gate. We propose to 

develop the algorithms for gate matrix layout to 

incorporate the above extensions and modifications. The 

problem of gate matrix layout optimization can be 

divided into the following phases. 
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1) Net Extraction: Extract the net-list from the 

given circuit description. 

2) Gate Assignment: Order the gates to reduce the 

net density in all the columns. 

3) Dynamic-net binding: Realize the extended-dynamic-

nets . 

4) Row Assignment: Assign nets to rows, and permute 

the rows to obtain a realizable 

row-assignment. Also, overlap 

metal-diffusion and assign 

multiple columns for a gate 

wherever possible during the 

row-assignment. 

^•5 Organisation Ol tJ^lS. Thesis 

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 

presents a brief review of some of the existing methods 

on the gate matrix layout problem. The chapter also 

provides a new representation for the net-list. Chapter 

3 covers an implementation of the gate assignment step. 

Chapter 4 presents a heuristic algorithm for realization 

of dynamic binding of extended-nets. Chapter 5 deals 

with the row assignment and a partitioning algorithm for 

row ordering. Chapter 6 gives some experimental 

results, conclusion of the thesis, and discussion of 
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some future research problems. Details of the computer 

programs implementing these algorithms are given in the 

appendix. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND 

NET-LIST REPRESENTATION 

2.1. Introduction 

A number of research papers have been published on 

the optimization of the gate matrix layout area problem 

([WING85], [YU85], [HWAN86], CLEON86], and [NAKA86], 

[NARA87], [YUNG87] ). Previous researchers have used 

greedy algorithms ([WING85], [LU85], YUNG[87]), fixed-

net representations ([WING85], LU85], [NARA87]), a semi-

exhaustive method [LEON86], or limited CMOS circuits 

which are composed of only NOR, NAND, and NOT gates 

[NAKA86] for the gate ordering problem. 

Nakatani et al. considered the gate matrix layout 

for both the p-type and n-type transistors [NAKA86]. 

But their method assumed that the given CMOS circuits 

for the gate matrix layout problem are composed of only 

NOR, NAND, and NOT gates [NAKA86]. This method cannot 

be directly used for the complex circuits such as OAI 

and AOI gates. 

Meng-Lin Yu et al. used a four-sided I/O for the 

gate matrix. But they use an interval-graph method and 

a greedy algorithm, similar to [WING85], for the gate 

matrix layout problem. 



Leon used dynamic-net method, similar to [HWAN86], 

for the gate matrix layout problem. Net processing 

steps were considered during the gate assignment step. 

He used the simulated annealing method, a semi-

exhaustive algorithm, to solve the gate matrix layout 

problem. 

Narasingh Deo et al. presented a dynamic programming 

formulation for the gate assignment phase [NARA87]. 

They used the fixed-net list, similar to Wing's method, 

for the gate ordering; hence, practical considerations 

such as the set of transistors in series are not 

considered during the gate assignment. 

Yung-Cheng Chang et al. considered complex gates 

such as AOI and OAI for the gate matrix layout problem 

[YUNG87]. A single layer of metal is used for the 

interconnection of transistors as well as the power and 

ground connections. For the gate ordering phase, a 

greedy algorithm based on signal propagation from left 

to right is used. 

Our research on gate matrix layout has been 

influenced by interval graph [WING85] and dynamic-net 

[HWAN86] methods. Wing et al. [WING85] provide a good 

treatment of the problem. The interval-graph method 

uses 'static' (fixed) connections for a given circuit 

during the gate assignment phase. However, different 
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net constructs can be derived from a given circuit. For 

example, transistors in a serial-connection can be 

permuted to obtain different net constructions. Later, 

Hwang et al. developed a new concept, called the 

dynamic-net approach to gate matrix layout, to delay the 

net binding among the transistors in series until the 

gate assignment. 

The interval graph method and the dynamic-net 

approach to gate matrix layout are discussed in this 

chapter. Section 2.1 gives the net representation and 

section 2.2. presents the gate assignment step. Net 

processing is described in section 2.3. Section 2.4 

presents the row assignment step. Section 2.5 discusses 

the need for extending the dynamic-net concept. Section 

2.6 defines the net-representation for our approach to 

the gate matrix layout problem. Pseudo code of main 

algorithms are presented. 

2.2 Net Representation 

Wing et al. assume that a fixed schematic of the 

circuit is given for the gate matrix layout problem. 

Each transistor is replaced by three terminal nodes. 

Connections between nodes are used to represent the 

given circuit. A net may represent i) serially CDnnected 

transistors, or ii) connection of a transistor from the 
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series-net to the external gate. Figure 1.2 (d) gives a 

net-list for the circuit shown in Fig. 1.2 (c). 

Hwang et al. use a dynamic-net approach to the gate 

matrix layout problem. In the fixed-net method, a net 

consists of a set of logically connected components, 

including transistors and terminal gates (poly-metal 

contacts). The dynamic-net method allows net names as 

components in the net. Three D-nets are needed to 

represent the transistors in series, and two fixed nets 

are required to represent the transistors connected in 

parallel. Figure 2.1 presents the D-het nets and fixed 

nets for series and parallel-connected transistors. 

Figure 1.2 (e) gives the dynamic-net list for the 

circuit in Fig. 1.2 (c). Net N2 contains net N3 as a 

component. Only one component of the net N3 will be 

connected to the other components of the net N2. 

2•3 Gate Assignment 

2.3.1 Interval Graph Method 

The interval graph method is based on a graph 

representation of the circuit. A given circuit schematic 

or logic description is transformed to a connection 

graph. Each net is represented by a vertex and any two 

nets which have a common gate are represented by an edge 

in the connection graph. The nets are reali::ed by 
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intervals which may overlap one another. Each layout of 

a given circuit is a realization of the connection 

graph. Given an order of gates, the interval graph is an 

extension of the connection graph. In an interval-

graph, a vertex represents a net, and an edge between 

two vertices represents two nets which are either 

connected or overlapped over a common gate. Figure 

2.2(a) shows a layout and its interval graph and Fig. 

2.2(b) shows a different layout and its interval graph 

of the same circuit. The connection graph of the 

circuit is shown in Fig. 2.2(c). 

By definition, the number of rows in any layout 

equals the size of the largest dominant clique of the 

interval graph [WING85]. A heuristic algorithm is used 

to find an interval graph so that the size of the 

dominant clique is minimally increased as the interval 

graph is constructed from the connection graph 

(Appendices A and B of [WING85]). 

2.3.2 Dynamic-net Method 

Fiduccia et al. presented a linear time heuristic 

for network partitioning which is known by the name min-

cut or min-net-cut partitioning algorithm [FIDU82J. 

They view networks as a set of cells connected by a set 

of nets. The min-cut partitioning problem is to 
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partition the set of cells into two blocks, A and B, so 

that the number of nets which have cells in both blocks 

is minimal. 

Hwang et al. use a partitioning based algorithm for 

the gate assignment phase. They developed a modified 

min-net-cut algorithm (d_recursive_partition and 

d_partition), based on [FIDU82], which incorporates the 

dynamic-net (D-net) representation of nets. An outline 

of their algorithms are given in Fig. 2.3, and Fig. 2.4. 

Algorithm d_recursive_partition recursively calls 

d_partition to divide a given set of gates into two sets 

such that the cutset size (the number of nets which cut 

across the cut-line/partition) is minimum. 

Algorithm d_partition iteratively moves one gate at 

a time to its complementary block. The selection of the 

best partition is based on the cutset size of the 

partition. The gate to be moved is chosen so that it 

will result in the greatest decrease in the cutset size 

while meeting the balance criteria. The balance 

criterion is used to prevent all gates from migrating to 

one block of the partition. For selecting a gate, the 

gain for each gate is computed. The gain G(i) of gate i 

represents the number of nets by which cutset would 

decrease were gate i to be moved from from its current 

block to the complementary block [FIDU82]. The negative 
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gain represents the increase in outsize. The next two 

sections describe the computation of the gate gain. To 

avoid thrashing, gates are locked after a move. 

Therefore, each free gate is allowed to move once at 

most during one partition pass. 

2.3.2.1 Gain Computation for the 
Fixed Nets 

The gain G(i) of gate (i) is defined as the decrease 

of cutset size when the gate (i) is moved from the 

current block, which is termed as from-side, to its 

complementary block, the to-side, of the current 

partition. The computation of gate gain G(i) is given 

by 

G(i) = FS(i) - TE(i) 

where FS(i) is the number of nets containing only 

gate (i) from the from-side, and TE(i) is the number of 

nets containing gate (i) from the from-side and no gates 

from the to-side. Figure 2.5 illustrates this gain 

computation. 

2.3.2.2 Gain Computation ia£ ths P-nets 

For the purpose of gain computation, all the 

unbounded gates on a side are considered to be a single 

gate. Only when all unbounded gates reside in a block 

will they affect the gate gain for the D-nets. 
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Otherwise, the D-net gain computation is the same as the 

fixed net gain computation. Figure 2.6 illustrates the 

D-net gain computation. Net Nl is a fixed-net, and net 

N2 is a dynamic-net. The dynamic-net represents a 

connection of the transistors A, B, and C, and a 

connection of any one of the transistors A, B, or C and 

any one of the transistors D, E, or F. In Fig. 2.6(a), 

moving gate A from the current block to the 

complementary block will reduce the cutset size by one; 

i.e., the connection between A and D is no longer 

required as any one of the transistors A, B, or C can be 

connected to either gate E or gate F. Hence, a gain of 

1 is added to gate A. In Fig. 2.6(b), moving of gates 

A, B, or C will increase the cutset size by one. Hence, 

a gain of 1 is subtracted from the gates A, B, and C. 

2.4 Net Processing 

In Interval-Graph method, two types of net 

processing are considered after the gate assignment 

step: 1) Identification of end transistors of a serial 

connection so that the interval to connect the external 

node is the shortest (Fig. 2.7), and 2) Net merging of 

the two nets into one, if the intervals representing two 

nets which have a gate in common overlap at a single 

gate line, which is the common gate, and the connections 
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can be placed in one instead of two rows. Figure 2.8 

illustrates the net merging. 

In the dynamic-net method, the dynamic-nets are to 

be realized after the gate assignment phase, then the 

nets are merged as in the interval graph method. 

2.5 Row Assignment 

After the net processing step, the left-edge-first 

algorithm [HASH71] is applied to the intervals. If a 

transistor's source and drain are to be connected to two 

different nets, say n and m, and these nets are not 

placed on the same row, then a vertical wire (called 

diffusion run) is required to connect the nets. For a 

layout, the vertical diffusion runs can be placed so 

that they do not conflict (overlap) with any transistor 

in the same column on a row between the rows of net n 

and net m. In Fig. 1.5(a), the diffusion run on the left 

is realizable, but the diffusion run on the right is not 

because the diffusion run on the left does not run near 

any other transistors, and the diffusion run on the 

right does. To realize all the vertical diffusion runs, 

one of the solutions is to permute the rows. Figure 

1.5(b) shows a realization by permuting the rows. If 

there exists no permutation allowing all diffusion runs 

to be realized, then the next solution is to increase 
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the spacing between poly lines to make room for the 

overlapping vertical diffusion runs. 

The realizable row assignment problem is solved 

using the row adjacency graph. The realizable row 

assignment algorithm (given in Appendix C of [WING85]) 

is given in Fig. 2.9. 

2.6 Need for Extending the 
Dynamic-net Concept 

The dynamic-net method is based on the observation 

that in a static CMOS circuit, the order of transistors, 

connected serially or parallel, may be changed without 

affecting the logical function of the circuit. It is 

accomplished by delaying the bindings; a different 

implementation of the same net, which is of shorter 

length as compared to the length of the intervals which 

realize the fixed-nets for the same connection, may be 

obtained. 

The dynamic-net method has been developed only for 

serial and parallel connections of transistors. It does 

not deal with complex serial-parallel or parallel-serial 

connections of transistors. Consider a sample circuit 

shown in Fig. 1.6(a). Its dynamic-net list does not 

represent the different permutation of serially and 

parallel connected transistors as shown in Figs. 1.6(c)-
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1.6(e). The dynamic-net approach delays the net binding 

only for the transistors in series. This approach is 

suitable only for the circuits that can be given at the 

logic gate-level using NAND and/or NOR gates. 

We developed extended-dynamic-net-list 

representation so that complex gates such as OAI (or-

and-invert) can be included in the circuit. In this 

formulation, an extended-dynamic-net is a collection of 

dynamic-nets. A realization of these dynamic-nets 

provides connection between some fixed-nets, each 

representing a parallel or serial connection of 

transistors. 

2.7 Extended-dvnamic-net-list 
Representation 

We defined the following type of nets, called PST-

nets (Parallel-Serial-Terminal-nets). These 

representations are adequate to extract connections of 

circuit schematics which may contain complex gates or 

parallel-serial or serially-parallel connected 

transistors. 

1) PNet: parallel connection of transistors. 

2) SNet: serial connection of group of PNets and/or 

transistors. 

3) TNet: terminal connection of a SNet and one or 

two external gates/nets. 
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Essentially, a PNet is a pair of two identical 

fixed-nets. The pair can be realized by two parallel 

intervals in the final layout. We call a PNet a 

parallel net. Generally, one of the ends of a PNet is 

connected with the external gates/nets. If the other end 

is grounded, then its realization becomes easier. We 

call it as PGNet. This net can be realized by one 

interval in the final layout. 

An SNet connects a collection of PNets and 

transistors serially. For example, in Fig. 2.10, one of 

the SNets is {P, tl, t2, t5}, where P is a PNet of 

transistors {t3, t4}. To distinguish the transistors in 

an SNet, (say tl, t2 t5), from the transistors (say t3, 

t4) which are in a PNet, we call the formers "lone" 

transistors because logically, the transistors tl, t2 

may be separated by the transistors of a PNet in 

realization of the SNet. Given SNet, N = (PI, .... Pk, 

tl, ..., tm}, .where Pi is a PNet and tj is a lone 

transistor, the dynamic bindings denoted by N are the 

connections among the two elements of each of the Pi's 

and/or transistors tj. Another interpretation of an 

SNet is that it is a collection of D-nets, each binding 

some two transistors so that exactly two transistors are 

chosen from each PNet in the SNet. These D-nets are the 
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intervals which are needed to connect the elements of 

the SNet. 

With this net representation, the net binding of 

parallel-serially connected transistors can be delayed 

until the gate assignment is determined. 

Consider a sample circuit schematic shown in Fig. 

2.11(a). Its dynamic-net list and PST-net list are 

given in Figs. 2.11(b) and 2.11(c). The layouts using 

dynamic-net and PST-net methods are given in Figs. 

2.11(d) and 2.11(e). The PST-net method needs one less 

row which is due to the delayed binding between the 

PNets pi and p2. 

The PST-Net-list is extracted manually from the 

given transistor-level circuit. The nets are extracted 

in the following order: i) PNets, ii) SNets, and ill) 

TNets. Pseudo-gates are introduced as terminal gates if 

an SNet is terminated with other SNets instead of an 

external gate. 
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CHAPTER III 

GATE ASSIGNMENT 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents an implementation of the min-

net-cut algorithm for the gate ordering problem. The 

min-net-cut algorithm of CFIDU82] is modified to 

incorporate the PST-net representation of connections. 

Details of the input net-list, data structures used in 

the gate assignment phase, and the pseudo-code of the 

algorithms are presented. 

3.2 Definitions and Notations 

The notations used in the pseudo-code algorithms are 

described below. 

P: PNets. 

PI cut I: The number of PNets with at least one 

transistor on both sides of the cut line. 

P!cut 1 {from 1: The part of the PI cut! nets which 

reside in the 'from' side of the partition. 

PlcutiltoJ: Pjcut! nets which reside in the 'to' 

side of the partition. 

Tr: The number of lone transistors. 

Trlfrom!: The number of lone transistors in the 

'from' side. 

46 
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Trito!: The number of lone transistors in the 'to' 

side. 

Tg: The number of terminal gates. 

Tg!from|: The number of terminal gates in the 'from' 

side. 

TgltoJ: The number of terminal gates in the 'to' 

side. 

F-cut: The number of fixed-nets which cut across the 

cut line of the partition. 

SD-cut: The number of SD-nets which cut across the 

cut line of the partition. 

TD-cut: The number of TD-nets which cut across the 

cut line of the partition. 

3.3 Approach 

Recall that the major function of the min-net-cut 

partitioning algorithm is the gain computation for each 

gate or column. It uses two different formulae, one for 

fixed-nets, and other for the dynamic-nets. It then 

selects the gate with highest gain for moving it to the 

other side of the partition. 

In the dynamic-net method, there is only one type of 

dynamic-net. The connection of an external terminal to 

any one of the transistors in a serial net is considered 

to be a dynamic-net. Hence, there are only two types of 
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gain computations: 1) for fixed-nets, and 2) for 

dynamic-nets. In Figs. 2.1(a-c), the net connecting 

transistors a, b, and c is a fixed-net. There are two 

dynamic nets: 1) Terminal x can be connected to any one 

of the transistors a, b, or c. 2) Terminal y can be 

connected to any one of the transistors a, b, or c. 

After ordering the gates as shown in the Fig. 2.1(c), 

the terminal x is connected to transistor b and y is 

connected to transistor c. 

In our PST-Net method, we have fixed-nets (PNets) 

and two types of dynamic-nets. The dynamic nets are: 1) 

SNet (SD-net), and 2) TNet (TD-net). Therefore, there 

are different heuristics. The SD-nets are used to 

connect the fixed-nets (PNets) and/or lone transistors 

in series. The TD-nets are used to connect SNet-ends to 

one or two terminal gates. In Fig. 3.1, there are three 

fixed-nets (PI, P2, and P3), two lone transistors (b, 

and i), one SNet (SI), and one TNet (Tl). The SD-nets 

are shown by curved lines and the TD-nets are shown by 

dotted lines. 

A partition with the smallest cutset size is 

selected. The cutset includes the cuts due to the SD-

nets and the TD-nets. Without loss of generality, we 

assume that an SNet contributes, at most, one dynamic 

cut to the cutset at any time; i.e., if there are one or 
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more parallel cuts from an SNet, the elements on the 

'from' side are connected to themselves; likewise, the 

elements of the 'to' side are connected to themselves 

and the two sides are connected using parallel cuts 

only.' 

3.4 Net-lists and Data Structures 

First, the net-list for the given circuit schematic 

is generated. Figure 2.11(c) shows a PST-net list for 

the circuit schematic given in Fig. 2.11(a). The net-

list is read and stored in a list of link list as shown 

in Fig. 3.2(a). A cross-reference table is established 

for the PST-Nets. This table consists of three 

different sub-tables: the PNet-table for the PNets, the 

SNet-table for the SNets, and the Tr-table for the 

unique transistors. 

Each entry of the PNet-table consists of two 

pointers (addresses). One of the pointers points to the 

PNet-list and the other points to its parent net (an 

SNet). Similarly, each entry of the SNet-table consists 

of two pointer fields and one status field. One of the 

pointers points to the SNet-list and the other points to 

its parent net (a TNet). In the status field, a boolean 

value, indicates whether the SNet participates in the 

current partitioning process. Each entry of the Tr-
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table consists of a list of pointers and a status field. 

Each pointer points to the transistor's parent net (a 

PNet, or an SNet, or a TNet). The status field 

indicates the following status for the transistor/gate: 

1) left block and free (LEFT_FREE), 2) left block and 

locked temporarily (LEFT.TLOCK), 3) left block and 

locked permanently (LEFT_PLOCK), 4) right block and free 

(RIGHT_FREE), 5) right block and locked temporarily 

(RIGHT_TLOCK), and 6) right block and locked permanently 

(RIGHT.PLOCK). 

3 ^ Partitioning Algorithm 

The min-net-cut algorithm used for the gate 

assignment step is based on [FIDU82]. We have modified 

this algorithm to incorporate the PST-Net 

representation. 

The recursive procedure (recursive-partition) which 

calls on the partition algorithm is the same as the 

d_recursive_partition given in Fig. 2.3. The gate 

assignment step is initiated by calling the 

recursive_partition with a set of gates S as its input. 

Algorithm partition (Fig. 3.3) iteratively moves one 

gate at a time from the current block to its 

complementary block to select a partition with the 

smallest cutset size. 
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In the first step (lines 6-9 of the algorithm 

partition), the status field of the SNet-table is 

updated. If an SNet and its parent TNet have at least 

one of the transistor's gates from the current 

participating blocks of the partitioning process, then 

the status field of the SNet is updated as TRUE. The 

second step (line 11) divides the set S of gates into 

two blocks S(L) and S(R) and updates the status field of 

the Tr-table for all the gates. Step 3 (line 12) 

determines the partition tolerance for the set S. The 

partition tolerance is defined as the absolute value of 

the difference between S(L) and S(R). The maximum 

partition tolerance may be defined separately for 

different sizes of S. These are read from a file and are 

stored in a global array. The partition tolerances are 

given at the incremental partition size of 10. 

3.5.1 Gain Computation for a PNet 

A PNet is a pair of identical fixed-nets. In Fig. 

3.1, a double line shows a PNet and an 'X' shows either 

a lone transistor or a transistor in a PNet. We say 

that a cut by a PNet is a parallel cut or a fixed cut 

and a cut by an SNet or a TNet is a dynamic cut. Gain 

computations for the PNet, SNet, and TNet are discussed 

in the next three sections. 
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The gain computation of a PNet is same as the gain 

computation for two identical fixed-nets. The fixed-net 

gain calculation is given by equation 2.1 in section 

2.3.2.1 of Chapter II. For PNets, the gate gain is 

given by 

Gp(i) = 2FS(i) - 2TE(i), (3.1) 

where FS(i) is the number of PNets containing only 

gate(i) in the from-side, and TE(i) is the number of 

PNets containing gate(i) in the from-side and no gate in 

the to-side. Figure 3.4 illustrates this computation. 

In Fig. 3.4(a), there are 3 Pnets, PI (A, B, C, D), P2 

(A, B), and P3 (C, D). Net PI contributes -2 to G(D) 

and 0 to G(A), G(B), and G(C). Net P2 adds -2 to each 

of G(A) and G(B), and P3 adds +2 to each of G(C) and 

G(D). 

3.5.2 Gain Computation for an SNet 

The object of the min-net-cut heuristic algorithm is 

to minimize the cutset size. To minimize the cutset 

size, the elements of an SNet on any one side of a 

partition are connected to the elements on the same 

side, if possible, and the two sides are connected using 

one or more parallel nets, if there are PNecs crossing 

the cut line, or by a dynamic cut otherwise (Fig. 3.3). 

With this view of the SNet, given a gate partition, an 
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SNet may have one or more parallel cuts, or a dynamic 

cut, or no cut across the cut line. Hence, a transfer 

of a gate from one side to its complementary side may 

replace a parallel cut by a dynamic cut, a dynamic cut 

by no-cut, or a no-cut by a parallel-cut or a dynamic 

cut. 

The nets which can effect gate gains are called 

critical nets. We use the top-down approach to consider 

the effect of each net in our algorithms. In algorithm 

snet-gain, we first divide the nets into three groups: 

1) non-critical SD-nets, 2) nets which have at least one 

critical parallel-net cut across the cut line, and 3) 

the remaining nets. The third group of nets is further 

divided into two groups: 1) nets which have at least one 

parallel-net in the 'from' side, or two or more lone 

transistors in the 'from' side, and 2) those which have 

only one lone transistor in the 'from' side. This 

process of dividing the groups continues until simple 

groups of nets so that the gain calculation can be done 

directly for the nets in each group. 

Algorithm snet_gain, outlined in Fig. 3.5, updates 

the gain(i) of a gate i, if the transfer of i will 

change the cutset size. It adds -1 to the gain(i) if 

the transfer of i will replace one or more parallel cuts 

by a dynamic cut, or a dynamic cut by a no cut. For the 
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same reason, it adds +1 to the gain(i) if the transfer 

of i will replace a dynamic cut by one or more parallel 

cuts, or a no cut by a dynamic cut. Let an SNet contain 

PNets PI, P2, ..., Pm, and lone transistors TR - {tl, 

t2, ..., tn}. Algorithm snet_gain is demonstrated with 

figures for most of the steps. Examples for the SNet 

gain computation are given in Fig. 3.6. 

In Fig. 3.6(a), there are two PNets and one lone 

transistor. The SD-net is the realization of the serial 

connection of the PNets and the lone transistor. There 

is no SD-cut because lone transistor a will be connected 

to either transistor b or c in the left side of the cut 

line and the the PNets in the right side will be 

connected in series. Moving any transistor (a PNet-

transistor or a lone transistor) will not increase or 

decrease the SD-cut size; hence, there is no change in 

gain for all the gates. 

In Fig. 3.6(b), there are four lone transistors 

within an SNet. There is one SD-cut due to the 

realization of serial connection of the lone 

transistors. Moving any transistor will not change the 

SD-cut size; hence, there is no change in gain for all 

the gates. 

In Fig. 3.6(d), there is no SD_cut because 

transistor a will be connected to PNet-transis^or b. 
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Moving any of the transistors a, c, or d will not change 

the SD-cut size. But moving transistor b will reduce 

the SD_cut size by 1 because transistor a will be 

connected to the PNet by an SD-net. 

3.5.3 Gain Computation for a TNet 

A TNet consists of an SNet and one or two terminal 

gates to which ends of the SNet must be connected. The 

gain computation of a TNet is divided into two parts: 1) 

update the gain computation for transistors in the SNet 

(algorithm tnet_gainl outlined in Fig. 3.7), and 2) 

update the gain computation for the terminal gates 

(algorithm tnet_gain2 outlined in Fig. 3.8). These 

connections may increase the number of dynamic cuts by 1 

or 2. Given a TNet, the object is to realize the TNet by 

adding as few dynamic cut as necessary. Examples for 

some of the steps of algorithms tnet_gainl and 

tnet_gain2 are given in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10, 

respectively. 

Figure 3.9 shows gain computations only for the 

PNet-transistors and the lone transistors. In Fig. 

3.9(a), one possible SD-net is shown in curved lines. 

Both ends of the SD-net are in the left side and as well 

as in the right side. There is no TD-cut because the 

terminal gates can be connected to the SD-net ends in 
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the left side. Moving any transistor from the right 

side will not change the location of the left SD-net 

ends. The effect is the same for the right side 

transistors. Hence, there is no change in gain for all 

the gates. 

In Fig. 3.9(b), the SD-net ends are in the left and 

right sides. Moving any one of the transistors from the 

right side will not change the left SD-net ends because 

the terminal gates are in the left side. Moving 

transistor b or c will also not change the left SD-net 

ends. But moving transistor d will change the left SD-

net ends; i.e., only one SD-net end will be in the left 

side. This will increase the TD-cut by 1. Hence, the 

gain for d is increased by 1. 

In Fig. 3.9(e), SD-net ends (same as the PNet ends) 

are in the right side. Due to the connections of 

terminal gates from the left side to the PNet in the 

right side, there are two TD-cuts. Moving transistor a 

or b will introduce SD_net ends to the left side. The 

TD-cut size will be reduced by 2; hence, a gain of 2 is 

added to the gates a and b. 

Figure 3.10 shows TNet gain computation for the 

terminal gates only. In Fig. 3.10(a), the SD-net ends 

are in the left and right sides. The TD-cut size is 

zero because the terminal gates can be connected to the 
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left ends of the SNet. Moving terminal gate x or y will 

not increase the TD-cut size because the terminal gates 

can be connected to either left or right ends of the 

SNet. Hence, there is no change in gain. 

In Fig. 3.10(b), one end of the SD-net is in the 

left and two ends of the SD-net are in the right side. 

The TD-cut size is 1 because one of the terminal gates 

should be connected to other end of the SD-net in the 

right side. Moving terminal gate x or y will decrease 

the TD-cut by 1 because the terminal gate can be 

connected to the SD-net end in the right side. A gain 

of 1 is added to gates x and y. 

In Fig. 3.10(d), one end of the SD-net is in the 

left side and other end is in the right side. The TD-

cut size is zero because gate x can be connected to the 

SD-net end in the left side and gate y can be connected 

to the SD-net end in the right side. Moving gate x or y 

will increase the TD-cut by 1 because the gate has to be 

connected to SD-net end in the complementary side; 

therefore, a gain of 1 is subtracted for the gates x and 

3.5.4 An Example of Gain Computation 

Figure 3.11 shows some scenarios of the processing 

of a PST-nets. A circuit schematic of a part of a 4-bi 
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carry lookahead generator (Fig. 8.11 of [WEST85]) is 

given in Fig. 3.11(a). There are four logical 

components, 3 PNets and a lone transistor. These 

components can be connected in any order. The PST-net 

representation of the schematics given in Fig. 3.11(b). 

Ql, Q2, Q3 are 3 PNets, SI is an SNet and Tl is a TNet. 

Gate 8 has a terminal connection. Figure 3.11(c) 

provides a representation using the interval graph 

model. Figure 3.11(d) shows a gate ordering after the 

first partition has been finalized. Gates 4, 5, 6, 7 and 

1, 2, 3, 8 can no longer cross the first cut line. For 

the first partitioning of the left half, after the 

processing of the PNets, G(l) = 0, G(2) = +2, G(3) - 0, 

G(8) = 0, G(4) = 2, G(5) = -4, G(6) = -2, G(7) = -2. 

The processing of SI adds -1 to G(2). The processing of 

Tl will add +1 to G(8) because transfer of gate 8 to the 

other side and its connection with X on gate 1 will 

decrease by 1, the number of tracks needed. Figure 3.11 

(e) gives the final gate assignment. 
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flddr. of PI flddr. of its 
parent SNet 

1 
flddr. of PJ flddr. of its 

parent SNet 

1 
1 flddr. of PIT 

flddr. of its 
parent SNet 

flddr. of SI flddr. of its 
TNet 

status 
(yes/no) 

flddr. of SJ flddr. or Its 
TNet status 

(yes/no) 

flddr. of Sn 
flddr. of its 
TNet 

status 
(yes/no) 

(b) PNet-toble (c) SNet-table 

t l 

tJ 

tp 

status 

status 

status 

flddr. of Its 
P/$/Tnet 

flddr. of Its 
P/S/Tnet 

flddr. of iti 
P/S/Tnet 

flddr. of Iti 
P/S/Tnet 

flddr. of Its 
P/S/Tnet 

flddr. of Its 
P/S/Tnet 

flddr. of It] 
P/S/Tnet 

flddr. of Its 
P/S/Tnet 

flddr. of its 
P/S/Tnet 

(d) Tr-table 

F i g . 3.2 (Cont inued) 



I Algorithm r«cursiv«.partition 
inputs « list of 94t*i S. 
outputs ordorod list of g^tot S 61 

5 < 
If < S — NULLr i rotUrni > 

Partition tho list S into 
S(L) «n«l S(R) (AlgorithA p«rtition) 

10 
Assign S • S(L) (its loft child nodo ) «nd c«11 

partition (Alg. rocursivo.p«rtitien> 

Assign S « S(R) (its Pi^ht child nodo) «nd c«11 
*' partition («1g. rocursivo.p«rtition) 

(«) Rocursivo CAll to partition AlgorithM. 

I Algorithm partition 
inputs list of 9«tos S. 
outputs two lists of g«tos S(L) «nd S(R). 
< /• bi •/ 

5 
upd«to participating nots 

(upd«to tho S-t«b1o) 
updato tho sido-status of oil tho gotos 

(upd«to tho Tr-toblo) 
10 

divido th« sot S o^uolly into S(L) and S(R) 
find tho partition telor^nco for iho sot S 

for ooch froo gatos in Sot S 
15 < /• b2 #/ , 

colculato gato gain for oil tho portieipoting PNots 
calculato gato goin for oil tho participoting SNots 

<a1geritKm snot.g«ln) 
CAlculato gato gain for tho porticipoting TNot 

20 (olgorithm tnot.goinl ond tnot.goin2) 

2Z 

computo tho curront cutsot si:o 

chock whothor tho curront partition is tho bost portition 

chooso a gato 'm' to movo such th«t 
(i) !S(L) - S(R): <• partition toloronco, and 

(ii) it has tho highost gain in tho curront block fL/R) 

30 ch«ngo tho status of tho gato "m' from FREE to LOCK 

tronsfor tho got« 'm' from tho curront block to its 
complomontary block 

3S if (tho curront partition is bottor th«n tho provious portitiwris) 
< /• i.o., tho cuts*t is minimum •/ 
Assign tho curront portiti<>n to tho boot portition 

) 
39 > /• b2 •/ 
40 

cr*«to child nodos S(L> «nd S(R)*for tho bost partition s*t 3 
42 > /• bl •/ 

Fig. 3.3 Partitioning algorithm for PST-nets 
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Z :i Y 1 

T :< 

T ; < 

(a) G(A) = -2. G(B) = -2. 

G(C) = 2, G(D) = 4. 

Cutset size = 4. 

Z 

B 

I 

( 

:czz:< 

X X 

(b) G(A) = -2, G(B) = -2. 

G(C) = -2; G(D) = -2. 

Cutset size = 2. 

Fig. 3 ^ Exa.T.ples for PNe L £ 3 J. n COIiip -I ̂  3 I 1 -.' ]"• 
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1 Algorithm snot.goin 
inputs « SNot 
output s nono 

5 < /o bl •/ 
if ( (a P hos two or moro trnsistors qn i^otU siiiWs) \ I 

(no P in tho SNot &<< two or moro Tr on both sidos) :! 
( (P:cut:) till (PScuts: hovo «i1««kt two dxfforoot 

tronsistors on both sidos)) 
10 < 

no ch«ngo in g«in 
} 

19 olso if (PlcutS) /• P:cut:s Aro criticol •/ 
< 

if ( (PSfromS) :: (TrifromS) ) 
( 
add -1 to gaind), whor* i is tho goto of P!cut::from: 

20 > 

olso if (no Ptcut!) 
25 < /• b2 •/ 

if (P:from: :: Trtfrom: >- 2) 
< /o b3 o/ 

if ( (PStoS) !: (TrIto: >- 2) ) 
< 

30 odi -M to oil tlio common gotos of PtfromS nots 
odd •I to all tho common got*s of Pi to! nots 

> 
oUo if (Tr:to: -' 1) 
i 

3S odd ••I to oil tho common goto* of Pifrom: nott 
Add •I to Trito: goto 

> 
olso 

40 odd -1 to All Tr which Aro not »hAr«d with tho PS from: nots 
> 

> /• b3 •/ 

if <Tr:from: •- 1) 
45 i /• b4 o/ 

if ( (Ptto:) !: (Tr:to: •« 2) ) 

Add "̂ 1 to All tho common gotos of PitoS nots 
Add •I to Trlfrom: goto 

50 > 
olso if (TrIto: — 1) 
( 
Add •I to Tr:froml gAto 
Add -*'l to TrSto: gAto 

55 > 

Fig. 3.5 Algorithm snet_gain 
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56 olso 

no chAngo in goin 
> 

60 > /• b4 •/ 
olso /o nothing in from sido */ 
< /• b5 o/ 
if (Pitol i t Tritol >• 2) 
i 

65 «dd -1 to All Tr which Aro not shorod with tho P:to: nots 
> 
olso 
€ 
no chango in gAin 

70 > 
> /• bS •/ 

> /• b2 •/ 
73 > /• bl •/ 

Fig. 3.5 (Continued) 
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d e f g 
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Line: 6 
SO.Cut - 0. 

Line: 7 
SO.Cut - 1. 

(a) 

Line: 8 
$O.Cut - 0. 

mouing eny trensistor uifll not change the SO.cut size. 

(b) (0 

b I c d 

r -Hi \ 

Line: 17-20 
SO.Cut - 0. 
C(b)--1 

mouing trans, b tvlll replace the two riMSd-net-cut 
by an SO.Cut. 

(d) 

a b 

^ 

c d 

I 

Lines: 30-31 

SD-Cut• 1 

G(a)«G(b)- G O - G(d) - "1 

mouing any trons. will 
reduce the SD-Cut by 1. 

(e) 

a b c d e f g 

r-x 

Line: 40 
SO.Cut - 0 
G(c)- -1 

mouing trans, c will increase 
the SO.Cut by 1. 

(f) 

Fig. 3.6 Examples for SNet gain computation 
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1 Algorithm tnot.goinl 
inputi A SNot And its pAront TN«t 
output! nono 

5 < /o bl •/ 
if (Tglfroml •• 2) 
< /o b2 o/ 

if (PScutI >• 3) 
< /• b3 o/ 

10 if ( (AtloASt 3 P!cut::from: hovo throo difforont transistors) :i 
(atloast OACh of 2 P:cut::from: hAS two trAnsTstors) ) 

< 

no ch«ngo in goin 
> 

15 
olso if ( (A Picut::froml hAS two trAns.) tli 

(ono common trons. "m' for tho rom^ining P!cut::from:) ) 
i 
Add -1 to tho trons. 'm' 

20 } 

olso if (two difforont-trons., m And n for oil P:cut::from: ) 
i 
Add -1 tho trAns. m And n 

25 > 

olso if (ono common trons. m for A11 P:cut::from: ) 
< /• b4 o/ 
if (no P:from: tili no Tr:from: ) 

30 i 
add —2 to tho trons. m 

> 
olso 
C 

35 Add '1 to tho trons. m 

} /• b4 •/ 

40 
} /• b3 •/ 

olso if (P:cut: «' 2) 
< /• bS •/ 
if (*ACh of P:cuti:from: hAS AtloASt two trAns. ) 

45 i 
no chAngo in gAin 

> 
olso if (ono P:cut::from! hAS otloAst two trons.) 
( 

50 Add -I to tho trons. of onothor P:cut::from; 

olso if (P:cut::from: NAVO difforont trAns. m And n) 
( 
Add -1 to trAns. m And n 

55 > 
olto if (P:cut::from: hovo ono common trons. m) 
( /• 66 •/ 
if ( (no P'.froni Lit no Trlfrom:) && (no P:to: &<• no Tr:to:) ) 

59 C /• b7 •/ 

Fig. 3.7 Algorithm tnet_gainl 
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60 if (np p:to: && no Tr:to:) 

Add ~2 to trAns. m 
> 

olso if ( (P:from: SS'Trlfrom:^ t.& (no PJtoJ Lt, no Tr:to:) ) 
65 < 

no chango in goin 
> 
olso 

70 Add -1 to trons. a 
> 

> /• b7 #/ 
> / • b6 •/ 

> /• b5 •/ 
75 

olso if (PIcuti •• 1) 
C /• b8 o/ 
if (only ono trons. v in P'cut!•from:) 
< /• b9 o/ ^A 

80 if ( (no PSfrom: tb no Trifrom:) t«i (no P:to: tli no^:to:) ) 
< /• blO •/ 

if (nt> P:to! Lit no Trito: ) 
< 
Add -2 to trons. m 

65 > 
o l s o i f ( ( P : f r o m : : : T r i f r o m : ) tili (no P : t o : t l i no T r : t o : ) ) 
C 
no chongo in goin 

> 
90 olso 

odd -1 to trons. m 
> 

> /• blO •/ 
95 > /• b9 •/ 

> /• bS •/ 

olso if (Picut: — 0) 
100 i /o bll •/ 

i f (no P : f r o m : <•>• no T r : f r o m : bli ( P : t o : : : T r : t o : ) ) 
C /• b l 2 o / 

i f ( (p:toi till Tr:to:) :: (P:to: > i :: Tr: to: > n ) 
< 

105 Add '̂1 to All common tronss. in P:to: ond Tr:to: 

olso if ( (Pitol " I) :: (Tr:to: «« i) > 
< 

odd *2 to All trknss. in Ptto: or Tr:to: 
110 > 

> /o bl2 •/ 

olso if ( (P;from: :: Tr:from:) lid (P:to: ;: Tr:to:) ) 
C /o bl3 •/ 

115 if (P:to: •" 1 :: Tr:to: — n 
( 
Add •! to trons. of Pi to! or Tr:to! 

113 } 

Fig. 3.7 (Continued) 
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i f (Pi f rom: •«" 1 i i T r : f r o n . : - » I ) 
120 < 

add - 1 t o t r A i i s . o f P i f i w m : wr T r : f i o m : 
} 

123 > / • b l 3 • / 

o l o o i f ( ( P i f r o m : : : T r : f i o m : ) 5i4 (no P : i o : hL no Ti i t w : ) ) 
125 < / • b l 4 • / 

i f ( P : f r o m : « - I J i T r : f i w m : M l ) 
C 
«dd -2 to trons. of Ft f rout: or Tiifrom: 

} 
130 olso 

i 
Add -1 to IrAns. of P:fi-ouk: or Tr:frum: 

> 
} /o bl4 */ 

135 > /• 11 o/ 

> /• b2 •/ 

140 olso if (Tgifrom: «> 1 titi Ty:to: «« 1) 
C /* bl5 •/ 

if (Picut!) 
<. /• bl6 o/ 

if (two difforont tronss. in Picut: :from: «(id Tr:^rom: ) 
145 < 

no chongo in g^in 

olso if (ono common trons. m in P:cut: : f rom: AHJ TrffruMi: ) 
i 

150 Add -1 to trAns. m 
> 
i f ( t w o d i f f o r o n t t r A n s s . in P : c u t : : t o : • n J Ti : t o : ) 
< 

no chAng* in gAin 
155 > 

«1so if (ono comoion troii». m in P:c<jt::toi ond Tr:to: ) 
< 
odd -1 to tr«ns. m 

160 J /• bl6 •/ 

•1s« /• no P:cut: •/ 
( /• bl7 •/ 

if (l>:from: :: Trifiom: •• 2) 
145 C /• bis •/ 

i f ( P : t o i : : T r : t o : > - 2) 
( 

no chAhijo in g o i n 
> 

170 o l s o i f ( T r : t o : • - 1) 
< 

Add - I t o T r : t o ! 
> 

174 o l s o / * rio P t t w ! Ill: no T i - I t o ! • / 

F i g . 3.7 (Continued) 
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17'i C 

Add -fl to all common truuss. in P:fio*: ond Tr:f.om: 

> /o bl8 •/ 

130 olso if (Trifrom:) 
< /• bl9 */ 

if (Pi to: !: Tritoi :— 2) 

Add -1 to Tr:from: . 
135 0 

olso if (Tritoi -m 1) 
< 

Add -1 to Tritoi 
Add -1 to Trifromi 

190 > 
olso /• no Pi to: UL no Tr:to: •/ 
< 

no chAng« in goin 
> 

195 > /• bl9 o/ 

> /• bl7 •/ 
) /• L15 »/ 

200 
olso if (To: from: -• 1 Lit Tg:to: '« 0) 
< /• b20 o/ 

if (P >» 2 :: Tr >• 2) 
< /* b21 •/ 

2 0 5 if ( A t l o A S t two d i f f o r o n t ti A U S * . in P : c u t : : f r o m ! , 
P:from:, and Tr-:fiom:) 

€ 
iio ChAngo i n o^lci 

> 
2 1 0 o l s o i f (ono couimon t r « n s . m i n P: c u t ! I f r«.im: , 

P i f r o m : , And T r l r r o t M ! ) 
< 

odd - 1 t o t r o f i s . m 

215 o l s o i f « ( n o t r -«ns . i n P! cut ! : f r ^̂ m! , P l f r o n i J , mnd T r l f r o m ! ) 
r \ 

Add '̂ 1 to All Iho common ti^AdSS. in Pito: And Tr :to: 

220 
5 /• b21 •/ 

o1s«r if (P >" 1) 
< /• b22 •/ 

if (p:cut:) 
\2Z I /*» b 23 •/ 

ii (Tr »» 1 ) 
< /• b 24 •/ 

if (Tr:rrom!) 
C 

;C;0 • d d -I to T r i f r o m ! o « t « . 

:ci > 

Fig. 3.7 (Continued) 
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232 if (Trito:) 
< 

odd •l to Tritoi goto. 
> 

> /• b 24 •/ 

240 

245 

olso if (Tr »» 0) 
< 

if (only ono trons. m in Picut::from:) 
i 
odd -1 to trAns. m 

> 
> /• b23 •/ 

250 

260 

olso /o no P:cut: */ 
( /• b 25 •/ 

if (Tr — 1) 
< /• b26 •/ 

if ( (P:from: <iL Tr:frwm:) :: (P:tw: ).& TI ifiom!) ) 
c 
Add -1 tw Trifrom: 

} 
i f ( ( P i f r o m i Lit T r i t o i ) : : ( P : t o : && T i l l o i ) ) 
< 
Add fl to Tr:to: 

> 
) /o b26 •/ 
olso if (Tr — 0) 

265 
if (Pitoi) 
i 
«dd -̂ 1 to All tho tr«n»s. in Pltw! 

5 

270 
} /• b25 •/ 

} /o b22 •/ 

olso if (p "• 0) 
€ /o b27 o/ 

275 if (Tl ifromi — 1) 
C 
Add -1 to trAns. of Ti:from: 

olso if (Tr:from: »• 0 LL Trllo!) 
2iO ( 

Add "̂-l to All trAnss. of Tr:tu: 
} 

: /• b27 •/ 
234 : /• b20 •/ 

233 J / • M • / 

F i g . 3. 7 (Continued) 
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1 Algorithm tnot.gain2 
inputi a SNot and its pAront TNot 
outputs nono 

S < /• bl •/ 
if (TglfromI •- 2) 
C /• b2 •/ 
if (Picuti >- 2 till (Picut! — 1 And no othor P/Tr) ) 
i 

10 no chango in goin 
> 
olso if (PIcuti — 1) 
< /• b3 •/ 
if (no Pitol lili no Trito-i) 

IS i 
no chmngo in goin 

> 
olso if (Pitol I I Tritoi) 

20 Add -̂1 to Tg ifromi gotos 
> 

> /• b3 •/ 
olso if (Picut! — 0) 
C /• b4 •/ 

25 if (Pifromi i! Trifromi) 
< /o bS •/ 

if (no Pitoi til no Trito!) 
< 
Add -l to Trifrom! gotos 

30 > 
olso 
< 

Add *l to Tgifrom: gotos 

35 ) /• b5 •/ 
olso if (no P:from: <iti no Trlfrom:) 
< 
Add •I to Tg:fromi gotos 

> 
40 > /o b4 •/ 

> /o b2 o/ 

olso if (Tgifrom! — 1 tili Tgito! — 1) 
45 ( /• b6 •/ 

if (Picut! >- 2) 
( 
no chongo in gAin 

> 
50 olso if (Picut: •- 1) 

{ /• 67 •/ 
if (P:from: :! Trifrom!) 
< /o bS o/ 
if (Pitoi i! Trito!) 

55 { 
Ajld .-1 to Tgifrom! ond T g i t o : gAtos 

57 > 

Fig. 5.8 Algorithm tnet_gain2 
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'® •'»• /• no P:to! And no Tritoi o/ 

60 add -1 to Tgifrom! goto 

> /o be •/ 
•^»a /• no Pifromi ond no Pifromi o/ 
i /• b9 •/ 

65 if (P:to I ii Tritoi) 

add -1 to Tgitoi goto 
> 
olso 

70 < 
no chango in gain 

> 
> /• b9 •/ 

75 > /• b7 •/ 

olso if (Picuti -• 0) 
< /o blO •/ 

80 if (Pifrom! I! Trifromi) 
i /• bll •/ 

if (Pitoi I! Tritoi) 
i 
Add -1 to Tgifrom! ond Tgitoi gotos 

85 > 
olso /o no Pitoi And no Tritoi •/ 
< 
Add -1 to Tgifrom! goto 
Add <*>1 to Tgitoi goto 

90 > 
} /• bll •/ 
olso /o no Pifromi ond no Trifromi o/ 
i /• bl2 •/ 

if (PI to! I! Trito!) 
95 < 

Add -̂ l to Tgifrom! goto 
Add -1 to Tgitoi gAto 

> 
> /• bl2 o/ 

100 > /o blO o/ 
> /# b6 */ 

o l s o i f ( T g i f r o m ! • - 1 t>li T g i t o i - > 0 ) 
105 < / • b l 4 •/ 

i f (P > - 2 ) 
C / • b l 5 o / 

i f ( P i c u t ! I ! ( ( P i f r o m i i : T r i f r o m : ) LL ( P i t o : : : T r i t o : ) ) ) 
110 < 

no chango in go in 
> 
#iso / • no P :cut: • / 

114 < 

Fig . 3 .8 (Continued) 
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115 if (no PIto:) /• only P:from: •/ 

add -J to Tg:from: goto 

120 
•^•* /• no P:fromP *^ 

< 
Add •! to TglfromI goto 

> 
125 > /• bl5 •/ 

olso if (P •> 1) 
i /• bl6 •/ 

130 if (Picut!) 
C /• bl7 •/ 

if (Trifromi til. Tritoi ) 

no ChAngo in goin 
135 > 

olso if (Trifromi I.I1 no Tritoi) 

Add -1 to Tgifrom! goto 

1^0 olso if (no Trifrom: <.ti Trito:) 

add •*>1 to Tg:from: goto 
> 
olso 

145 < 
no chango in goin 

> 
i /• bl7 •/ 

150 
olso /o'no P:cutl 0/ 
< /• bl8 0/ 

if (no Pitoi liti no Tritoi) 
< 

155 Add -1 to Tgifrom! goto 
> 
olso if (no Pifromi LL no Trifromi) 
< 
Add -̂ l to Tgifrom! goto 

160 > 
olso if ( (Pifromi LL Trifromi LL Tritoi) 11 

(P:toi till Trifromi til< Trito! ) ) 
i 
no chango in goin 

165 y 
olso if (P:from: liti Tr:to:) 
< 
Add •I to Tgifrom! goto 

> 
170 olso if (Pitoi till Trifromi) 

172 odd -1 to Tgifrom! goto 

Fig. 3.8 (Continued) 
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173 > 
> /* bl8 o/ 

175 > /• bl6 •/• 

olso /o p «« 0 •/ 
< /• bl9 •/ 

180 if (Trifromi t.li Tritoi) 
i 
no ChAngo in goin 

} 
olso if (Trifromi) 

185 < 
add -1 to Tgifrom! goto 

> 
olso if (Tritoi) 
C 

add o>i t o Tgifrom! goto 

> /• b l 9 • / 
> / • b l 4 o / 

190 

19a > / o bl o / 

Fig. 3.8 (Continued) 
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y a b c j d e f g 

f ; > 

y a b 

t 
d; e f 
4 

rr 

fff 

9 h 

Line: 10 
TD.Cut- 0 

mouing any trans, will not 
change the TD-Cut size. 

(a) 

M y a ; b c d e 

Line: 16-19 
TD-Cut- 0, G ( d ) - - 1 . 

mouing trans, d will increase 
thelO-Cut by 1. 

(b) 

• fcl: 

n 
i 

a b c 

H4 

Lines: 31-34 
TD-Cut - 0, G(a) - - 2 . 

Lines: 103-106 

TO-Cut - 2. 
6 ( a ) - G ( b ) - 6 ( c ) - • ' 1 mouing trans, a will 

increase the TD-Cut by 2. mouing any trans, will 
reduce theTO-Cut by 1. 

(0 (d) 

Lines: 107-110 
TD-Cut - 2. 
6(a) - 6(b) - *2 

mouing any trans, 
will reduce theTD-Cut 
by 2. 

(e) 

K a. b c y K a b . c d 

CI 

Lines: 148-151 
TD-Cut - 0 
6 ( a ) - - 1 

mouing trans, a 
will replace the 
two F-Cuts by a 
TD-Cut. 

(f) 

ri4z]i 

Lines: 228-231 
TD-Cut - 0 

6 ( a ) - - 1 
If gate a is not moued, 
then the PNet can be 
changed to P6Net. 
i.e., a F-Cut can be 
reduced. 

(g) 

M a: b c 

t r - i^ i 

Lines: ^75-278 
TD-Cut - 0 
6 ( a ) - - 1 

mouing trans, a will 
increase the TD-Cut by 1, 

(h) 

Fig. 3.9 Examples for TNet gain computation 
for transistors 
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M y 

Lines: 8-11 
TD-Cut - 0 

no change in gain 
mouing H or y will not 
change the TD-Cut size 

(a) 

M y a b e d 

by 
m z 

Lines: 18-21 
TD-Cut - 1 
6(H) - 6(y) - • I 

mouing H or y will reduce 
a TD-Cut 

(b) 

M y a b c d 

ii^ i 

Lines: 27-30 
TD-Cut - 0 

6(M) - 6(y) - -1 
mouing K or y will increase 
the TD-Cut by 1 

(c) 

Lines: 54-57 
TD-Cut - 0 
6(H) - 6(y) - -1 

mouing H or y will Increase 
the TD-Cut by 1 

(d) 

H a b . y H a, b 

» .CJlo 

Lines: 86-90 
TD-Cut - 1 

6 ( H ) - - 1 , 6 ( y ) - * 1 
mouing H will Increase 
the TD-Cut by 1 and y will 
decrease the TD-Cut by 1 

(e) 

Lines: 140-143 
TD-Cut - 0 

6(H) - •I 

If H IS moued then the 
PNet can be changed 
to a P6Net. 

(f) 

Fig. 3.10 Examples for TNet gain computation 
for the terminal gates 
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|—C3 

Pa-jUlpzHUJoH^ 

Ps-cJsH^ 

G3—I i 
(a) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

G3 "cb pi "GI ?^ G5 F2 C3 

c : 

{ 

C 

( 

{ 

c 

< 

< < 

terminal 

Q1: (CO. PI. P2. P3) 

Q2: (G1. P2. P3) 

03: (G2, P3) 

Si: (Q1. Q2. 03. G3) 

Tl: (SI. 03) 

(b) 

1 2 

(C) 

L 

3 8 4 5 6 7 

L 

second partition 

cut-line (d) 

f irst partition 
cut-line 

8 1 2 3 4 7 5 6 

C : 

CZc 

(e) Final gate assigrnent 

8 1 2 3 4 7 5 6 

« 
t 

: 

. 

{ I 

r-

c 

t % 

(f) Realization of net bindings 

«i ^ -frtT- A PST-net p r o c e s s i n g F i g . 3-11 An example for a rai ncu */ 



CHAPTER IV 

DYNAMIC NET BINDING AND NET PROCESSING 

4.1 Introduction 

After computing the gate ordering, the connections 

denoted by dynamic nets within SNets (SD-nets) and the 

TNets (TD-nets) need to be realized. Specifically, the 

elements of the SNets should be connected serially by 

using zero or more intervals, and then the ends of this 

serial connection should be tied in with the elements of 

some TNet. The process of finding these intervals is 

called realization of dynamic binding. A heuristic 

algorithm is presented in section 4.2 to realize the 

dynamic binding. The goal is to select these intervals 

so that the track requirement is minimized for each 

SNet. 

A pseudo-gate represents an intermediate connecting 

point for two or more SNets. Pseudo-gates, if any, are 

to be removed from the final layout. Also, the nets 

which are connected to the pseudo-gates should be 

connected directly. Section 4.3 provides a heuristic 

approach for removing the pseudo-gates. Net merging is 

a useful technique to reduce the number of tracks in the 

layout [WING85]. It moves a net from a track to the 

track which contain a related net so that the length of 

78 
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the connection between the two nets may be shortened. 

Section 4.4 gives details of the net merging techniques 

and some other net processing methods used for reducing 

the number of tracks in the layout. 

4.2 A Heuristic Algorithm for the 
Dynamic Net Binding 

Recall that the elements of SNets are PNets and/or 

lone transistors. Each PNet is realized by two 

identical intervals, which can be laid on two 

consecutive tracks. Vertical diffusion runs are used to 

connect the two intervals at every column representing 

the gate of a transistor in the PNet. Two elements of a 

SNet can be connected by introducing an interval. The 

object of the dynamic binding is to finalize the 

bindings for an SNet and its TNet so that the sum of the 

length of intervals which are needed to connect the 

elements of SNet is minimum as well as the number of 

tracks needed for the intervals for each SNet and its 

TNet. We have developed an efficient algorithm, 

dyn_bind given in Fig. 4.1, to realize the SD-nets and 

TD-nets. 

After the computation of dynamic bindings, nets are 

stored in an interval-table shown in Fig. 4.2. For each 

PST-Net group (i.e., one SNet, its PNets and TNet, if 

any), there is an entry in the wire-table. Each entrv of 
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this table consists of the following: 1) a sub-table: 

each entry of this table points at a link-list of nodes 

representing a track/interval, 2) fields in which to 

store details (terminal-gate no., sub-table no.) about 

the two terminal gates, 3) a pointer field which points 

to a link-list of nodes representing all the diffusion 

runs originating from the various tracks of this 

interval-table entry. Each node in the link-list has two 

integer fields, one for the interval-table row number 

and the other for the sub-table row number. 

Algorithm dyn-bind places the PNets and the lone 

transistors so that the minimum number of tracks are 

used. Then the elements placed on the same track are 

connected serially by adding some intervals. Then, a 

terminal gate is connected to any one of the tracks with 

the shortest interval, and finally the remaining tracks 

are connected serially so that the sum of length of the 

additional intervals introduced is minimum. Finally, the 

second terminal gate, if any, is connected to the other 

end of the last track. The following example 

illustrates this process. 

Example 1: Figure 3.12 (f) shows the realization of 

the dynamic bindings for the nets in Fig. 3.12 (b). The 

PNets (Ql, Q2, and Q3) are sorted based on their left-

ends, and placed on the tracks and the lone transistor 
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G3 is placed left of the first PNet (Ql) and connected 

serially. Terminal gate C3 is connected to the first 

track. The remaining PNets are connected serially using 

vertical diffusion runs. 

The details about the tracks, which have a pseudo-

gate connection, are stored in a pseudo-gate reference 

table shown in Fig. 4.3. Each entry of the pseudo-gate 

reference table points at a link-list of nodes and each 

node refers to an interval in the interval-table. The 

data from this table is used as an input for the pseudo-

gate removal step described below. 

4- 3 Removal, Ol Pseudo-Gates 

The ends of the serial connection of an SNet are 

tied in to ends of other SNets. For an SNet which is 

connected to another SNet without an external gate 

connection, a pseudo-gate is introduced during the net 

extraction phase. A pseudo-gate represents an 

intermediate connection between consecutive SNets. In 

the final layout, the pseudo-gate should be removed and 

the ends of the two SNets, which are tied to this 

pseudo-gate, must be connected directly. 

Consider the circuit in Fig. 4.4(a). An end of each 

of the SNets SI, S2, and S3 is connected to one of the 

external gates x or y; however, the other end of the 
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SNets are connected together. Hence, a pseudo-gate z is 

introduced to provide a temporary terminal connection 

for the SNets. The PST-Net list for the circuit is 

given in Fig. 4.4 (b). 

If the two nets are connected together by a pseudo-

gate, then the dynamic-binding step stores net-details 

in the pseudo-gate reference table. Algorithm 

rm_pseudo_gate, given in Fig. 4.5 removes the pseudo-

gates and makes a direct connection. 

The first step of algorithm rm-pseudo-gate removes 

the intervals, which represent the connection between 

the pseudo-gate and an SNet. The second step divides 

the nets into two types: 1) the left-end terminal nets, 

and 2) the right-end terminal nets. The next step sorts 

these nets based on their left-end and right-end 

terminals. Then, these nets are connected by using some 

shortest length intervals. The algorithm is illustrated 

by means of examples given in Fig. 4.6. 

4.4. Net Processing 

4.4.1 Net Merging 

Wing et al. use the net merging techniques to reduce 

the total number of tracks in the final layout [WING851. 

The net processing steps used in their method are-' 1) 

identify the end transistor of a serial net, and 2) 
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merge the nets which share a transistor or overlap at a 

column. 

In our method, the first step is covered in the 

dynamic binding phase. We merge the nets which have the 

same terminal connections and overlap at a column. The 

net merging process is similar to the process of 

removing a pseudo-gate except that one>of the SNets 

should be connected to the common gate by using a length 

interval. 

Example 2: Consider the circuit and its PST-net list 

given in Fig. 4.7 (a) and Fig. 4.7 (b). The net 

representation and the gate ordering is given in Fig. 

4.7 (c). The two nets have a common terminal connection 

at e. Figure 4.7 (d) shows the merged net. 

Example 3: Consider Fig. 4.8. The PST-net list and 

its representation after the computation of the gate 

ordering is shown in Fig. 4.8 (b) and Fig. 4.8 (c) 

respectively. Merging of nets Tl and T2 is shown in 

Fig. 4.8 (d). This is a special case of net merging. 

4.4.2. Metal-Diffusion-Overlap for a PNet 

A PNet is represented by two identical intervals on 

two consecutive tracks in the layout. Consider a PNet 

representation given in Fig. 4.9 (b) for the circuit in 

Fig. 4.9 (a). The two identical intervals denoting the 
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PNet can now be changed to two intervals which are the 

same as shown in Figs. 4.9 (c) and 4.9 (d). In both 

cases, the metal and diffusion wires are overlapped 

which reduces the total length of the intervals and also 

reduces the number of vertical diffusion runs between 

the intervals. 

Assuming a PNet is of P = (tl, t2, ..., tj, ..., tm-

1. tm), the metal-diffusion overlap for a PNet-interval 

is carried out under the following conditions: 

i) for (m > 2) or (m == 2 and the PNet is placed at 

either the left or right end of the track). 

ii) for the end transistors (tl and t2) or (tm-1 and 

tm) which have consecutive gates. If there is a choice, 

determine the number of transistors and gate connections 

on the gate of tl and on the gate of tm. Metal-

diffusion overlap is carried out for the transistor (tl 

or tm) having a greater number of transistors and gate 

connections on its gate. 

ill) for any intermediate pair of transistors which 

has consecutive gates (tj-1, and tj), and its adjacent 

pair of transistors ( (tj-3, and tj-2), or (tj+1, and 

tj+2) ) do not have the metal-dtffusion overlap. 

In this section, we have considered metal-diffusion 

overlap for PNets only. Metal-diffusion overlap for 

other nets, including the overlapping of metal wire over 
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the poly-diffusion contact is considered in the track 

assignment phase. 
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1 AlgorithiK dyn.blnd 
input I ord«p*d U « t of gAt*s S, P3T-N«t li»t 
output t upd«t«d int*rv«l-nod* t^bl* «od ps*udo-9«t* r*f«r«nc* t«bl* 

3 for (•«€() PST-N«t> 

sort th* PNots in th* 3N*t on th« b«sis of th«ir 1«ft-«nd 
«nd longth of tho int«rv«l 

10 «»»i9n tPACks to tho PNots so th«t tho minimum numbor of tr«cks 
«ro usod. If thoro is A choico of tracks for 4n *l*m*nt, p1«c« 
it on tho ono which providos tho closost 1«ft-noi'jhb<>r 

19 

35 

ropoAt tho Abovo stop for tho lono transistors, if «ny. in tho SN^t 

troAting tho two intorv«1s of A PNot 4S « sin^lo intorv«l. connoct 
«11 tho olomonts pl«c*d on « track s*ri«l1y 

20 /• 
/• now ooch track holds « singlo int«rv«1 «nd «l1 int«rv«ls 
/• ovor1«p o«ch othor. Thoso «ro to bo eonnoetod to A«ko « or.ain 
/o by adding somo horizontal intervals of smallost longth ano 
/• connocting thorn vortical1y by diffusion runs 

25 /• 

if <numbor of torminal gato <•• 1) 
< 

30 connoct tho torminal ^ato to an intorval by tNo fon>win<j ru1o«t 
i> only ono ond of tho intorval has a PNvt thon do not connect 

with this PNot 
ii) chooso an inotrval, say track m, whicli is closest to tho 

torminal gato 

olso 

connoct ono of tho onds of tho intorvals wbtainad in tho abovo 
stop, say track m, to a twrminal o*to (u or y) with tho 

40 shortost horizontal int«rval possiblo. 
> 

if <tho eonnoetod torminal gato is a psoudo—lato) 
i 

45 insort tho intorval-nodo row and tho sub-row rof<ronc«s in th* 
psoudo-gato roforonco tablo 

5 

provious-track * ni 
50 for (1 to tho roMaining numbor of tr-icks) 

< 

soloct a t rack frwm tho romaming tracks to L>o eonnoetod, 
say track m, so that tho hor izonta l i n t o r v a l lp*two»n tho 
track undor cwns idorat ion and tho provi<.>us.track is tho 

77 shortost l^fi-^th possiblo 

pr*vio<j»_track « m 

Fig. 4.1 Algorithm dyn^bind 
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70 

72 

87 

60 if (numbor of torminal gatos •• 2) 

connoct tho othor ond of tho provious-track by anothor oxtornal 
torminal. 

if (tho eonnoetod torminal gato is a psoudo-gato) 

insort tho intorval-tabio row and tho sub-row roforoncos in tho 
psoudo-gato roforonco tablo 

Fig. 4.1 (Continued) 



sub-table-

no. of sub-rows 

row-table no. 

sub-table no. 
for term. Idl 

sub-table no. 
for term. Id2 

tabie-no 
row-
table-no. 

row-
tablfl-HQ, 

no. of sub-rows 

row-table no. 

sub-table no. 
for term, idl 

sub-table no. 
for term. id2 

table-no 
row-
table-no. 

row-
tahlft-no 

88 

Intervals 
X- ^—X X 

x - ^ 

IT-IST-no/ 
IT-IST-no 

IT-IST-no/ 
IT-IST-no 

A Unk-iist for vertical diffusion runs 

y. X X 

X - ^ 

IT-IST-no/ 
IT-IST-no 

IT-IST-no/ 
IT-IST-no 

A Link-list for vertical (diffusion runs 

Fig. 4.2 The interval-table 
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n 

IT-IST-no 

IT-IST-no IT-IST-no 

Fig. 4.3 The pseudo-gate reference table 
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PI: (3. 4) 

SI: (PI) 

S2: (1. 2) 

S3: (5, 6) 

Tl: (SI. 8, 9) 

T2: (S2. 8. 9) 

T3: (S3, 9. 7) 

(a) A sample circuit (b) PST-Nct list 

3 4 8 2 1 5 6 5 7 

•:<»»«g 

a * « « X » • • X » * • • } 

(c) After realizatinq the SD- and TD-net: 

3 4 8 2 1 ^ 

X«n>X*««0 

a a 

<d) After removing pseudo-gate 9 

3 4 • z I 6 5 7 

0 X»*KX*'«r*G*'*«X'»^»«X'»V*X4 

1 5 V̂ i 

2 

(e) After merging the nets 

Fig. 4.4 Pseudo-gate removal 
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1 algorithm rm_psoudo.gato 
input » psoudo-gato roi^oronco tablo, intorval-tabl o, diffusion tablo 
output t updatod wiro-nodo tablo 
C /• bl •/ 

5 for (p ' 1 to numbor of psoudoA>g«tos) 
< /• b2 •/ 
if (psoudo-gato roforonco ptr. for p »• NULL) i contmuot } 

10 
romovo tho intorvals which connoct tho psoudo-gato p' to tho SNots 

divido thoso SNots into two tablos: 1) for tho loft-ond-torminal 
intorvals, and 2) for tho right-ond-torminal intorvals 

sort tho two tablos basod on thoir ond-torminals closost to tho 
15 psoudo-gato. 

first - TRUE 
lt_indox • 0 

20 for (rt_indox * 1 to numbor of right-ond-t«rminals) 
{ /• b3 •/ 
if (first) 
i /* b4 •/ 
provious.not « curront right-ond-torminal not 

23 
if (loft ond of tho 1 *ft-ond-torminal-notC 1 t_xn.Jox > 

right ond of tho riyht-ond-torminal-notCrt_ind*x.3 ) 
r 

transfor tho loft-ond-tormin*l not from its curront row to 
30 tho provious.not^s row 

updato tho row and sub-row dotails in th* psouOo-r»foroncir 
tablo 

35 1 t-indox-r-t-
} 

} / • b4 • / 
o i so 
r \ 

40 connoct tho curront r i^jht-ond-tormma 1 not to tho provi.j>j»_n* t 
and updato tho i n t o r v a l - t a b l o . t h * psoudo-gato r * f « r * n c « 
t a b l * . and tho d i f f u s i o n t a b i * 

provious-not » tho curront r ight_end_t*riTiinal not 
45 ; 

> / • b:3 • / 

if (no right-ond-torminal) 
e % 

50 pr *v ious-not • f i r s t 1 of t-ond-tcrrmina I not 
} 

for (lt_indox « 2 to numbor of loft-end-t«rminal nets) 
r 

35 connect the- curront 1 * f t -ond-tor in inal not to th>i pr *v i.:.<j»_r.c-r 

previous.not » tho curront r i'4ht_«.*nd_t«riiiinal n»t 
58 > 

60 romovo t h * psoudo-'pato rrom tho oi dored l i s t or .jatcrs 

: / > b2 • / 
> / • b l • / 

Fig. 4.5 Algorithm rm_pseudo_gate 
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Fig. 4.8 A special case of net merging 
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(d) 

(c) and (d). two unidentical intervals of smaller Ifeiigth 
and less nxamber of ver t ica l diffusion runs 
for the same PNet 

F i g . 4 .9 M e t a l - d i f f u s i o n o v e r l a p 



CHAPTER V 

ROW ASSIGNMENT 

5.1 Introduction 

The purpose of delayed binding is to make 

interconnections of different nets and/or lone 

transistors to form a single net and to make connections 

of this single net with external terminals so that the 

row requirement is minimized. Once the nets are 

realized as horizontal intervals, the next step is to 

assign a track to each interval so that the number of 

tracks needed is minimum, diffusion runs, if any, are 

short, and finally the net assignment is feasible. For 

the track assignment step, we use the left-edge-first 

algorithm [HASH71] to obtain the optimal placement of 

the intervals without any regard to the diffusion runs. 

The track assignment algorithm is given in section 5.2. 

After an assignment of the tracks, a vertical 

diffusion run may exist between some two tracks if 

either i) the two intervals of a PNet are connected by 

diffusion runs, ii) a pseudo-gate is removed, the nets 

which were connected to the pseudo-gate are placed in 

different tracks, and these nets are connected by 

diffusion runs, or ill) SD-nets and/or TD-nets are 

95 
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placed in different tracks and connected by diffusion 

runs. 

The purpose of the diffusion run is to connect two 

nets placed on two different tracks. We say that the 

track assignment is realizable if no two diffusion runs 

"overlap" and there is no transistor on any track 

between the two tracks connected by the diffusion run. 

To understand various types of diffusion run conflicts, 

consider the Fig. 5.1. The diffusion runs are 

represented by a dashed line. Two types of diffusion-

run conflicts are shown: 1) a vertical diffusion run 

connecting nets 2 and 7 may interfere with the 

transistor on track 3, and 2) two vertical diffusion 

runs connecting nets 4 and 8, and another, connecting 6 

and 7, pass between the same two consecutive columns. 

The conflict exists because there is no room for the 

vertical diffusion wires. 

A track assignment is not a feasible solution if 

there are three tracks in which there is a diffusion run 

between every two tracks and each diffusion run 

connecting any two tracks interferes with a transistor 

on the third track. If the assignment results in a non-

feasible layout, then there are two choices: either 

change the track assignment or increase the spacing 
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between the poly lines enclosing the conflicts to 

accommodate the diffusion runs. 

The heuristics used in the interval-graph method 

(appendix C of [WING85]) for net realization are highly 

computational because these perform a kind of exhaustive 

"searching" for finding the acceptable sequence of 

tracks. For this part of the solution, we propose a 

heuristic based upon the partitioning approach. The 

order of the computation of the heuristic is 0(m Ig m), 

where m is the number of tracks. 

Our approach is to order the tracks so that between 

every pair of adjacent poly lines, the probability of 

occurrence of diffusion run conflicts is "evenly" 

distributed over the set of tracks. If the diffusion 

run conflicts are not clustered, our approach minimizes 

the number of conflicts. Section 5.3 presents this 

heuristic. 

In some cases, the multiple column assignment for a 

gate may reduce the number of tracks in the layout. 

Section 5.4 describes a method of assigning multiple 

columns for a gate. 

5.2 Track Assignment 

The object of the track assignment step is to place 

the nets so that minimum number of tracks are needed. 
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Left-edge-algorithm gives the optimum solution to the 

track assignment problem without regard to the diffusion 

runs [HASH71]. This method is used in our algorithm 

track_assign (Fig. 5.2). Algorithm track_assign also 

carries out the metal-diffusion overlap wherever 

possible. 

A row-table, as shown in Fig. 5.3(b), is used to 

store information about the tracks. An entry of the 

row-table consists of four fields: 1) an integer field 

for row-gain value, 2) a boolean field for row 

participation status in the current partitioning 

process, 3) a boolean field for side-status, and 4) a 

pointer field for the link-list of nodes, where each 

node contains the interval-table references of an 

interval. Tracks are assigned to rows in sequential 

order, starting from zero. 

In the track assignment algorithm (Fig. 5.2), the 

nets are divided into two types of intervals: 1) metal-

diffusion intervals, and 2) diffusion intervals. In a 

diffusion interval, the transistors/gates connections, 

if any, are placed in consecutive columns and these are 

implemented using the diffusion wires. The remaining 

intervals are considered to be metal-diffusion 

intervals. The two sets of intervals are sorted on the 

basis of their left-ends. First, the metal-diffusion 
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intervals are placed on the tracks and then the 

diffusion intervals are placed. 

Example 1: Consider Fig. 5.4 (Fig. 9.36 of 

CMUKH86]). Assuming that all intervals are of metal-

diffusion type, the intervals (1-6) are sorted on the 

basis of their left ends. The sorted list of intervals 

for Fig. 5.4 (a) is (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). The algorithm 

places interval 1 on track 1. The remaining intervals 

in the sorted list are placed in the following order: 6, 

2, 5, 7, 3, and 4. 

5.3 Multiple Columns for a Gate 

After the track assignment, the configuration of 

nets in each column is checked to determine whether 

duplicating a column would reduce the total number of 

tracks. We have identified the following conditions for 

duplicating a column: 

1) The number of nets (NRE) which have their right-

end at column i is greater than or equal to 2, and the 

number of nets (NLE) with their left-end at the same 

column is greater than or equal to 2. 

2) The number of tracks at column i (NCI) is greater 

than the maximum number of tracks at other columns 

(NCO). 
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The number of tracks reduced due to the duplication 

of a column i (NR) is given by the equation, 

NR = min[ ((NCI - max(NRE, NLE))-1), (NCI - NCO) ]. 

Once we .have identified the column to be duplicated, 

the following steps are carried out: 

1) Place the duplicate column to the immediate right 

of the original column. 

2) Modify the nets which have the left-end at this 

column to incorporate the new column/gate. 

3) Introduce a new net to connect the original and 

the duplicate column. 

4) Repeat the track assignment phase. Check the 

remaining columns for multiple column assignment. If 

any, then go to step 1. Otherwise the process is 

complete. 

Figure 1.8(a) shows a gate matrix layout with 9 

tracks. In this figure, NRE = 2, NLE = 2, NCI = 9, and 

NCO = 8 (at column 7). Hence, the number of tracks can 

be reduced by duplicating the column 11 (NR). The 

improved layout, which reduces the track requirement by 

1, is given in Fig. 1.8(b). The column 23 is a 

duplicate of column 11. 
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5_:-i A Partitioning-based Heuristic 
for Row Assignment 

Some partitioning-based algorithms 

(r_recur_partition given in Fig. 5.5 (a) and r_partition 

given in Fig. 5.5 (b) ) are developed. The objectives 

of these algorithms are: i) to reduce the number of 

diffusion conflicts, ii) to shorten the length of 

diffusion runs, and ill) to minimize the number of 

potential violations. Symbols and some specific terms 

used in the row assignment algorithm are given in Fig. 

5.1. 

In column gl, one of the ends of a diffusion run may 

interfere with a transistor in the block U. Although 

this is not a definite diffusion run conflict, there is 

a possibility of occurrence of a diffusion run conflict 

later if the track continuing net 4 is placed above the 

track continuing the net 6. We call it a potential 

diffusion run conflict. We define potential diffusion 

run violation, if there are at least two diffusion runs 

each with their one end or there is at least one 

diffusion run end and at least one transistor in one of 

the blocks of the current partition over the same 

column. A row which does no"̂  have any element (a 

diffusion terminal or a transistor) at any column is 

termed as free row at that column. In general, if the 

number of free rows in a block(L) is greater than the 
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number of free rows in its complementary block(U), then 

the potential violation in block U is greater than that 

of block L. 

After the track assignment step, the tracks are 

divided into two sets: 1) tracks which have at least one 

vertical diffusion run, and 2) the remaining tracks. 

Only the first set of tracks participates in the 

partitioning process. The second set of tracks do not 

participate in the partitioning of tracks and may 

therefore be assigned rows sequentially either at the 

top or at the bottom of the layout. The gain 

computation for tracks in the track-partitioning 

algorithm is described below and it is quite different 

from the ones described in the min-net-cut algorithms. 

Algorithm r_recur_partition recursively calls 

r_partition to divide a given set of tracks into two 

sub-sets to achieve the following in that order of 

priority. 1) the number of diffusion run conflicts is 

minimum, 2) the number of diffusion runs across the cut 

line is minimum, and 3) the potential diffusion 

conflicts are minimum. 

The algorithms us** row-reference-table, row-table, 

and row-partition-table. Row-reference-table is updated 

before calling the algorithm r_recur_partition. The 

table stores information regarding existence of the 
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diffusion runs and transistors placed at the 

intersection of the row with a column. Row-table is 

described above in section 5.2. In row-partition-table, 

each entry of the first eight entries store a type of 

diffusion run, and the last two entries store the gates 

in the upper and lower blocks of rows. Each entry of 

the tabLe consists of an integer field and a pointer 

field. The integer field is used to store the number of 

diffusion runs or gates of a given type. The pointer 

field points at a link-list of nodes. Each node store 

the row number(s) for the diffusion runs and the gates. 

The reason behind the selection and transfer of a 

track to the other block in algorithm r_partition is 

similar to the ones adopted in algorithm 'partition' 

described in section 3.2 of Chapter III. However, the 

gain computation for the rows is altogether different 

from the gain computation for the gates in the gate 

assignment algorithm; therefore, only the gain 

computation part is described here. Algorithm row-gain 

is given in Fig. 5.6. In the previously described gain 

computation, a gain of one unit is added/subtracted to 

the gain of a ĝ .te, if by transferring that gate to its 

complementary block will reduce/increase the number of 

cuts across the cut line. In the row assignmer.t 

algorithm, there are three different units of gain: i) 
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'VIOLG', a weightage factor for an element causing a 

definite violation, 2) 'CUTG', a weightage factor for a 

simple diffusion cut, and 3) 'PVIOLG', a weightage 

factor for an element causing a potential violation. 

After experimenting with different values of these units 

we chose VIOLG = 100, CUTG = 10, and PVIOLG = 1 in our 

implementation. 

There are eight types of diffusion runs based on the 

locations of their ends. These types are given in Fig. 

5.1. Diffusion runs of type 'diff;NPU-NPL1' do not 

participate in the gain computation because the ends are 

located in the non participating blocks. Hence, the 

gain computation of the remaining seven types is given 

in seven steps in Fig. 5.6. Some of these steps are 

explained below by using Fig. 5.7. 

A gain of VIOLG unit is added/subtracted to a row, 

if moving that row to its complementary block will 

reduce/increase the number of definite violations. In 

Fig. 5.7(a), there is one diffusion conflict due to the 

diffusion run near a transistor at row ul. Moving row 

11/ul from L/U block reduces one diffusion conflict. 

Hence, a gain of VIOLG unit is added to the rows 11 and 

ul. 

A gain of CUTG unit is added/subtracted to a rew, if 

transfer of that row reduces/increases the number of 
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diffusion-cuts. In Fig. 5.7(d), moving rows ul, and 13 

from their current blocks to their complementary blocks 

reduces the number of diffusion-cuts by 1. 

A gain of PVIOLG unit is added/subtracted to a row, 

when moving the row from the greater-potential-

violation-block/smaller-potential-violation-block to the 

smaller-potential-violation-block/greater-potential-

violation-block. In Fig. 5.7(d), block L is the 

greater-potential-violation-block and block U is the 

smaller-potential-violation-block because the number of 

free rows is greater in block L than in block U. Rows 

ul, and u2 are in block U, and row 13 in block L. 

Hence, a gain of PVIOLG unit is added to rows ul, and 

u2, and subtracted from row 13. 

After the gain computation for the rows, a row which 

has the highest gain is selected to move from the 

current block to its complementary block. This process 

continues until all the rows are moved to their 

complementary blocks once. The row gains are added and 

assigned to the 'partition-gain' as in Fig. 5.6 (line 

26). The partition with the smallest partition-gain is 

selected. 
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Previous partition 
m line 

diffusion conflict 
(diffusion run 

near a trans.) 

current partition 
line 

diffusion conflict 
(two diff. runs 

overlap ) 

Previous partition 
line 

(a) 

Partitioning blocks: 

U: Upper block which participates in the current partitioning 

L: Lower block which participates in the current partitioning 

NPU: Upper block whick does not participate in the current 
partitioning 

NPL: Lower block whick does not participate in the current 
partitioning 

Vertical diffusion runs: 

diffIB or B1-B2I: diffusion runs in B block or the diffusion runs 
which have one end in Bl block and the other 

end in B2 block. 

where B, Bl, and B2 represent any one of the 
following blocks: 1) U. 2) L, 3) NPU. and 4) NPL 

Trans i s tors : 

TriBI: Transistors in block B. 

where B represents any one of the 
following blocks: 1) Lf, 2) L. 3) NPU, and 4) NPL 

(b) 

Fig. 5.1 Symbols used in the row assignment 
algorithm 
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1 Algorithm tr«ck-%ssign 
input t int«rv«1-t«b1« 
outputt upd«t*<j roM^tAbl* 
< /• bl •/ 

3 identify th* int«rv«1s mhich can b* l4id out only with diffusion 
wlr* inst««d of m«tAl-diffusion Mir*s (s^y, diffusion int*rv4l> 

10 

IS 

divide th«intttrv«1s into two sotst 1) diffusion intorv«1s, «nd 
2) th* roAAining intorvals (motal-diffusion intorvals) 

sort thoso two sots of intorvals on thoir 1oft-*nd 

assign a now track, say trO 
track_jitax • trO 

for (1 to nuiabor of ftotal-diffusion intorvals) 
i /• b2 •/ 
not.placod « TRUE 
whilo (not.placod) 

20 € /• b3 •/ 
scan through tho list of i»ota1>diffusion intorvals and soloct 
an intorval, which can bo placod on tho track 'track.»«x', 
such that tho curront intorval doos not ovorlap tho provious 
intorval placod on tho track 

23 
if (tho an intorval is placod on tho track -^track_Aax') 

not.placod > FALSE 
doloto tho intorval from tho sortod list 

30 > 

if (not.placod) 

track_max"»"»' 
35 > 

J /• b3 •/ 
> /• b2 •/ 

for (1 to numbor of diffusion intorvals) 
40 <. /• b4 •/ 

find a froo spaco on th* track trO to 'track_max' for th* 
curr*nt diffusion interval 

if (found) 
43 i 

plac* th* int*rva1s on that track 
> 
•Is* if (th* diffusion int*rval can b* laid out undor a 

m*tal wir* on track trO to 'track_«aA' ) 
50 i 

plac* it on that track 
> 
• Is* 
i 

55 trcak_ma;i** 
p lac* t h * i n t * r v a l on tho ' track«max' 

* 
5iai > / • b4 • / 

Fig. 5.2 Algorithm track_assign 
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y/n 

gtype 

diff. 
count 
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y/n 

gtype 

diff. 
count! 

"C 

gate 
y/n 

diff. 
count 

gtype 

gate 
y/n 

gtype 

diff. 
count 

f-row/t-row f-row/l-row 

(a) Row-Rcfcrcnce-Tablc 

o 

w 

s 

gain side 
U/L 

partici
pating 

y/n 

gain side 
U/L 

partici
pating 

y/n 

rr-IST 

IT-IST 

IT-IST 

IT-IST IT-IST rr-IST 

(b) Row-Table 

Fig. 5.3 Data structures used in the track 
assignment and the row assignment 
algotithms 
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no. of difflUI 

no. of difflLl 

no. of difflNPU-UI 

no. of difflNPU-LI 

no. of difflNPL-UI 

no. of difflNPL-LI 

no. of difflNPU-NPLI 

no. of TrlUI 

no. of TrILI 

row i/row j 

row i/row j 
3-

row i/row j | 

row I I 
row I 

row i/row j 

row JA'ow j 

row i/row j | | 

zn •jrow i 

row I n 
(c) Row-Partition-Tablc 

F i g . 5 . 3 ( C o n t i n u e d ) 
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(a) before track assignment 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

2 

1 
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3 
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7 

(b) after track assignment 

Fig. 5.4 Track assignment by left-edge-first 
algorithm 
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1 algorithm r.rocur.partition 
input I a list of rows S 
outputt ord*r*d list of rows 3 
< /• bl •/ 

3 if (S — NULL) i roturn J 
partition a list S into 

S(U) and 3(L) (algorithm r.partition) 

10 

15 

assign S • S(U) (its loft child nodo) and call 
''•partition (alg. r.rocur.partition) 

assign S • S(L) (its right child nodo) and call 
•^-partition (alg. r.rocur.partition) 

(a) Rocursivo call to partition algorithm 

1 algorithm r.partition 
input t list of gatos 3 
output! two lists of gatos S(U) and S(L) which aro attachod as 

th* child nodos to tho list S 
€ /• bl •/ 

5 divido th* s*t S *quany into S(U) and S(L) 

find th* partition toloranco for tho s«t S 

updat* th* sid*>status of all tho rows 
10 (updato th* row-tablo) 

updat* th* row-partition tablo 

bost.gain - HICH.P0SZTIVE 
15 first - TRUE 

for (1 to numbor of rows in sot 3) 
i 
partition-gain • O 

20 for (1 to numbor of gatos/columns) 
C 
if (no diffusion runs in tho current column) i continu* > 

comput* curr*nt row-gain for this co1umn/«jat* 
25 (algorithm row-gain) 

partition.9ain •• curront row-gain 
> 

30 chooso a 'jat* m to mov* such that 
i) :S(U) - S(L) : <• partition-tolorancw, n̂.J 

33 ii) it has th« highost gain in th* curr*nt block (U/L) 

(b) 

Fig. 5.5 A partitioning based algorithm 
for the row assignment 
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34 Chang* th* status of th* gat* m from FREE (curront block> 
^5 to L)XK(compl*m*ntary block) 

(updat* th* row-tab1«) 

updato th* row-partition tabl* 

40 if (partition-gain < bost-gain) 

b*st.partition • curront partition 
bost-gain • partition-gain 

} 
45 > 

Croat* child nodos 3(U) and 3(L) for tho bost.partition sot 3 
48 > /• bl •/ 

Fig. 5.5 (Continued) 
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1 algorithm row—gain 
input : row-rof*r*nc*-tabl*, gat* g 
outputt nono 
i /• bl •/ 

5 /• NPU-L diffusion runs •/ 

if (diff:NPU-L: >• D 
i /• b2 •/ 
for (1 to NPU-L diffusion runs) 

10 { /• b3 */ 
if (TrlUl) /• dofinito violation •/ 
< 
add fVIOLO to L-rows 

> 
15 olso /• no violation, just a cut •/ 

< 
add -f̂ UTO to L-rows 

> /• b3 •/ 
20 > /• b2 •/ 

similarly for NPL-U diffusion runs 

/• NPU-U diffusion runs •/ 
25 

if (diffSNPU-U: > O) Cu-viol - difi=:NPU-U! • VIOLG J 
ols* <u-viol • 0 > 

if (diff:NPU-u: >- 1) 
30 < /» b4 •/ 

if (TrSU! n diffiU! >- 1 and not sharod with NPU-U rows 
diff:U-L: >" 1 and not sharod with NPU-U rows 

u-viol** 
35 add -VIOLG to U-rows of NPU-U 

> 
ols* 
< 
add -CUTG to U-rows of NPU-U 

40 > 

} /• b4 •/ 

similarly for NPL-L diffusion rows 

45 /• U-L diffusion rows •/ 
viol • u.viol > 1-viol ? u-viol t l.viol 

calculato U-FREE and L-FREE 

if (viol > 0) 
i /• b5 •/ 

55 If (diffiU-L! > viol) 
i 
add •VIOLO to al1 th* U-rows And L-rows of U-L 

56 > 

Fig. 5.6 Algorithm row_gain 
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39 •!»« 
60 < 

add •CUTG to all tho U- and L-rows of U-L 
call updt.pvio1g.U-L(U-FREE, L-FREE, U and L rows of U-L) 

> /• b5 •/ 
^3 o l s * /• viol mm Q •/ 

< /• b6 •/ 
if (dlff!U-L: > 1) 

add •VIOLG to all th* U and L rows of U-L 
70 > 

ols* if (dlff2U-LI — 1 Lit diff:NPU-L: >- 1 ?.«. 
diff:NPL-U: — o ) 

c 
add •VIOLG to th* U-rows of U-L and L-rows of U-L is not sam* 

75 as any of L-rows of NPU-L 
> 

ols* if (diff !U-L: — 1 LL diff 5NPU-L! — 0 i-.L 
diff:NPL-U: >- 1 ) 

C 
30 add •VIOLG to tho L-rows of U-L and U-rows of U-L is not samo 

as any of U-rows of NPL-U 
> 
ols* if (diff!U-LS «- 1 ie< ( (diff:NPU-L: • diff!NPL-U) •- 0) > 
i 

35 add •CUTG to all tho U- and L-rows of U-L 
call updt.pviolg.U-L(U-FREE, L-FREE. U ano L rows of U-L) 

> 

90 
/• U diffusion runs 

if (diff:u: >« i) 

for (1 to numbor of U-rows) 
i 

•?5 if ( (diff:NPL-u: >• 1 :: diff:U-L: :• l) and 
U—row is not common with U-rows of NPL-U and 

U-rows of U-L ) 
i 
add -VIOLG to U-row 

100 > 
ols* 
<. 
add -CUTG to U-row 
call updt_pviolg_U(U-FREE, L-FREE, U-rows) 

105 } 

> 

109 similarly for L-dir>usion run* 

111 /• rows with a trans, and nu diffusion njri •/ 

if (rr:u: =» i) 
114 : 

Fig. 5.6 (Continued) 
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113 if (difflNPU-Ll LL not diff:NPL-u:) 

add •VIOLG to th* row of Tr!U: 
> 
ols* if (not diff:NPU-L: LL diff:NPL-U:) 

120 < 
add -VIOLG to th* row of Tr:u: 

> 
call updato.pviolg.U(U-FREE, L-FREE, rows with a gato) 

123 

128 

201 algorithm updato.pviolg.U.L 
input : U-FREE, L-FREE, sot of U and L rows 
outputs non* 
C /• bl •/ 
for ( 1 to numbor of U nad L rows) 

205 i /• b2 •/ 
if (FREE-rows;US -- FREE-rowsIL!) 
< 
ugain « -PVIOLG 
Igain • -PVIOLG 

210 > 
«1s* if (FREE-rows!U: > FREE-rows!LI) 
i 
ugain - -PVIOLG 
Igain • •PVIOLG 

215 J 
*1s* 
C /• FSEE-rwos!U: <: FREE-rows IL! •/ 
ugain • •PVIOLG 
laain - -PVIOLG 

220 > 
add ugain to U-rows 
add Igain to L-rows 

: /• b2 •/ 
225 

: / • b i • / 

Fig. 5.6 (Continued) 
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301 algorithm updato.pviolg.U 
input t U-FREE, L-FREE, sot of rows 
outputt non* 
< /• bl •/ 
for ( 1 to numbor of rows) 

303 i /* b2 •/ 
if (FREE-rows:UI «> FREE-rowsSL!) 
i 
ugain - -PVIOLG 

> 
310 ols* if (FREE-rowsSU: > FREE-rowsIL:) 

i 
ugain - -PVIOLG 

} 
ols* 

313 C /• FREE-rwos:u: < FREE-rows:L! •/ 
ugain - •PVIOLG 

317 > 

313 add ugain to U-rows 
> /• b2 •/ 

321 > / • b l • / 

Fig. 5-6 (Continued) 
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Fig. 5.7 Examples for algorithm row_gain 



CHAPTER VI 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

6•1 Contributions 

In this thesis, we have introduced a new net 

representation called PST-net for the CMOS gate matrix 

layout optimization problem. The PST-net representation 

is an extension of the dynamic-net representation 

developed in [HWAN86]. With this net representation, 

advantage of delayed binding can be enforced for 

circuits which may have complex connections, such as 

serial-parallel or parallel-serially connected 

transistors. This extension required us to develop an 

entirely new way of calculation of gate gain as 

discussed in Chapter III. Furthermore, unlike D-net, a 

PST-net may need several tracks. The connections 

between the intervals on these tracks required 

development of new algorithms for dynamic binding as 

given in Chapter IV. 

Another feature of this thesis is a study of the 

area reduction by overlapping metal and diffusion wires. 

Possible metal-diffusion overlapping cases are 

recognized and introduced by dynamic-binding and track 

assignment steps. 
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We noticed that the high net density on certain 

columns can be reduced by duplicating that column in two 

different locations in the layout. This step may reduce 

the number of tracks required in a layout. In this 

thesis, after the computation of the track assignment 

phase, certain conditions are checked to decide if 

duplication can reduce the number of tracks. 

After the track assignment step, rows are ordered so 

that the diffusion conflicts, if any, are minimum. The 

heuristics used in the interval-graph method for the row 

ordering problem are highly computational because these 

perform a kind of exhaustive "searching" for finding the 

acceptable sequence of rows. We have developed a new 

partitioning-based heuristic algorithm for the row 

assignment phase. The order of computation of the 

heuristic is 0(m Ig m), where m is the number of rows. 

All algorithms discussed in previous chapters have 

been implemented and tested on a number of circuits. 

The results are given in the last section. 

6.2 Future Work 

In our algorithm, we have not considered all of the 

practical constraints such as predefined input and 

output, different sizes of transistors etc. 
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In future, the research work could proceed by 

considering the following practical constraints: 

1) Predefined input and output terminals: The layout 

algorithm would generate a layout without disturbing the 

predefined input and output terminals. 

2) Power and ground connections: A postprocessor 

which would automatically route the power and ground 

wiring should be developed. 

3) Different transistor sizes: The layout algorithm 

should be able to handle the different sizes of 

transistors. 

4) Aspect ratio of the gate matrix: Aspect ratio is 

one of the most useful considerations for the future 

work in the layout generation. 

6.3 Implementation 

The algorithms developed for the gate matrix layout 

using the PST-net representation have been implemented 

in C on the Tl-nu machine under UNIX. The total code 

size is is more than 8000 lines of C code. In this 

implementation, the gate matrix layout optimization 

problem is divided into two phases. The first phase is 

the gate assignment which reads the given PST-net list 

and orders the gate so that the number of tracks 

required at each column is the minimum. The second 
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phase takes this gate ordering, realizes the dynamic-

nets, removes the pseudo-gates, merges nets wherever 

possible, assigns tracks to the nets, and finally, 

assigns rows so that all the diffusion runs, if any, are 

realizable. A block diagram of the software is given in 

the appendix. 

g-4 Experimental Results 

We have tested each of the features of our approach 

by one or more examples separately. However, the 

results of two experiments are discussed here and are 

shown in Table 6.1. The input to these examples are 

complicated enough to show the advantages of the 

extensions considered in the thesis. 

Example 1: This example is a 306-transistor circuit 

used by Wing et al., and Hwang et al. [WING85] [HWAN86], 

to demonstrate the efficiency of their algorithms. 

Using the fixed-net approach [WING85], this circuit 

takes 44 tracks. In [HWAN86], the track requirement is 

reduced to 31 tracks using the D-net representation. 

It should be noted that the gate ordering obtained 

by the gate assignment step is dependent on the gate 

sequence input to the step. We performed experiments by 

feeding several different gate sequences to obtain 

layout of this circuit. A 30-track layout (Fig. 6.1) is 
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obtained using the natural sequence of gates as initial 

gate ordering. The range of track numbers obtained 

using some random initial gate orderings is 29 to 32. 

The C-subroutine functions 'srandO', and 'randO' were 

used to obtain random gate ordering. Figure 6.2 shows a 

29-track layout. Using a simulated annealing (a semi-

exhaustive) algorithm CLEON86] also obtained the layout 

which needs 29 tracks. It seems that this is the best 

possible result. This circuit mostly consists of simple 

components such as NOT, NAND, and NOR gates. However, 

our algorithm does, indeed, generate layout which takes 

the same number of tracks as one generated by the 

dynamic-net method [HWAN87]. The next example shows 

that our algorithm improves performance significantly 

over that of the dynamic-net method. 

Example 2: This example, a 4-bit full carry 

lookahead generator, is taken form (Fig. 8.11 of 

[WEST85]). The circuit consists mostly of complex gates 

such as OAI (or-and-invert) gates. Figure 6.3 shows the 

circuit. (the transistor-level representation and the 

PST-net list of this circuit are given in the appendix 

(Figs. A.3 and Fig. A.4)). To simulate the dynamic-net 

list, some pseudo-gates are introduced so that the 

parallel-nets are bounded before the gate assignment 

phase. Using the simulated dynamic-net list, our 
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algorithm generated a 13-track layout (Fig. 6.4). 

Using PST-net representation, for this circuit, our 

algorithm generated a 9-track layout (Fig. 6.5). This 

circuit consists of 22 gates and 13 SNets. 

Figure 6.6 shows yet another layout of the same 

circuit. This one needs only 8 tracks. The saving is 

obtained by duplicating columns and overlapping metal-

diffusion wires. 
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Fig. 6.3 Four-bit carry lookahead circuit 
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APPENDIX A 

GATE MATRIX LAYOUT PROGRAM 

This appendix provides some details about the 

computer programs developed to implement the algorithms 

described in various chapters of this thesis. The 

output of the complete program is the abstract 

representation of a gate matrix layout. The programs 

are divided into two modules. The first module reads 

the PST-net list and orders the gate using modified min-

net-cut partitioning method of Chapter III. This module 

is called the gate ordering module. 

The second module which is called as the row 

ordering module, reads the ordered list of gates and 

executes the remaining steps of the layout problem. The 

data structures used in these programs are described in 

the appropriate chapters. The structure of these 

modules are given in Figs. A.l and A.2 respectively. 

PST-net list representation: There are two types of 

TNets, one that have one terminal gate are called OTNets 

and the other that have two terminal gates are called 

TTNets. All other nets PNets, PGNets, and SNets carry 

the same meaning as described in this thesis. The 

program reads these representations, assign them some 

numeric codes, and then stores them in the dynamically 
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allocated link lists as shown in Fig. 3.1. The numeric 

codes used for the PST-nets are given in table A.l. 

Example: The transistor-level representation of the 

4-bit carry lookahead circuit in Fig. 6.3 is shown in 

Fig. A.3. The PST-net list for the circuit is given in 

Fig. A.4. 

Specific Files 

An integer value which represents the starting 

number of the pseudo-gate should be given in file 

psdgate(n).dat. The input net-list can be given in any 

user's file. But an example number "n" should be given 

interactively to differentiate from the other 

input/output files. The final layout is stored in file 

part(n).out. 

Debugging functions 

Many functions are provided to dump the various 

data structures used in these programs. Some of the 

functions are given below. 

i) display_final_row_assignment(): dumps the nets 

after the gate assignment in file gas(n).out. 

ii) display_dyn(): displays each net after the 

dynamic binding. 

ill) di3play_wire(): dumps nets after the dynamic 
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binding in file wire(n).out. 

iv) display_layout(): dumps the nets after the track 

assignment in file row(n).out. 

v) display_final_row_part(): dumps the final layout 

in file part(n).out. 

Limitations 

The maximum number of any type of nets should not be 

greater than 999 due to the numeric code representation 

of the nets (Table II). Also, the number of transistors 

is restricted to 999 for the same reason. The output 

format of the layout is defined as 240 columns and 100 

rows. But these numbers can be redefined to accommodate 

more number of columns and rows as required. 
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main( ) 

[object module: gord ] 

bata structure giverj 
^ in fig; 3.1 J 

gordern. 
dat 

read.and.store( ) 

cro88_reference( ) 

gate.assign ( ) 

lnlt ,^rt ( ) 

recur^art( ) 

partition ( ) 

Final gato 
assignment 

psdgate. st no 
PST-net list 

Fig. A.l The structure diagram of the 
gate ordering module 
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main( ) 

(object module: rord 1 

bata atructure given 
^ in fij: 3.1 J 

I interval table given 

V in Fig. 4.2 J 

read_and_8tore( ) 

cross_reference( ) 

[ pseudo-gate ref. \ 
Itabie given in fig. Ap 

dynamic_binding( ) 

f Tables given in | 
I Fig. 5.3 J 

removej)seudo^ate( ) 

merge_1tran8_net( ; 
merge_nets( ) 

track.assign ( ) 

maln_row_partition( ) 

init_row_part ( ) 

recur_row_part( ) 

row^artition ( ) 

Final layout 

/^ psdgate. st no. 
PST-net list 

gordern. 
dat 

Fig. A.2 The structure diagram of the 
row ordering module 
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•HCT « (tl) 
OTl » {t2, SI) 
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1 PI - (l3. t2) 
S 2 - {t4.pl) 
072 - {t5, S2) 

12 

H[n?ig 

'-C3 
^ 

P2 » (12, i3, l7) 
P3 « (14, t7) 
S3 = (P3. P2, l6) 
0T3 - (t9, S3) 

?4 > {t2, t3, l7. 111) 
P5 = (14. l7, 111) 
P6 » (i6. t i l ) 
S4 « {P4, P5, P6, ilO) 
0T4 » {S4. 112) 

Fig. A.3 The transistor-level representation 
of the circuit in fig. 6.3 
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17 

<3 
18 

PGl « { t2.13) 
S5-{PG1) 
0T5 « ( S5. tl7) 

X ^ ^ 
PG2 « { t7, t i l . tl4) 
S6 « (PG2) 
0T6 - ( S6.118 ) 

20 
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0T7 « { S7.119) 
0T8 - ( S8. t20) 

21 
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^ c S S ^ 
PG6 « ( aO. t21. 122. tl5) 
S12«(PG6] 
0T12 - ( S12. tl6) 

S13 - ( tl3. tl6) 
0T13 • { S13. t8) 

Fig. A.3 (Continued) 
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Fig. A.4 PST-net list for the circuit 
in fig. A.3 
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SI. No. Elements Numeric code Exaimple 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Pn: PNet 

PGn: PGNet 

Sn: SNet 

OTl: OTNet 

TTl: TTNet 

t: trans./qe 

2000 

3000 

4000 

6000 

7000 

ite 0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

PI: 2001 

PGl: 3001 

Si: 4001 

OTl: 6001 

TTl: 7001 

tl: 1 



APPENDIX B 

GLOSSARY 

CMOS 

Complimentary metal-oxide semiconductor. N-channel 

and P-channel transistors are combined to form CMOS 

logic family. 

Cutset Size 

Number of nets cut across the partition. 

Diffusion 

A method of doping or modifying the characteristics 

of semiconductor material. Transistor sources and 

drains are created by diffusion. 

Diffusion Run Conflict 

A vertical diffusion wire runs near a transistor or 

more than one vertical diffusion wire are placed on the 

same column. If a diffusion run conflict is 

unavoidable, the spacing between the two poly columns is 

enlarged to make room for the diffusion run. 
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D-net 

A dynamic net. 

Dynamic Net 

The connection between transistors are not fixed or 

undecided until the placement of transistors. 

Gate Assignment 

The process of determining the order of gates 

(vertical polysilicon wires). 

Gate Matrix Layout 

A style of placing circuits on a silicon chip. 

Transistors are placed at the part of element of a 

matrix and connections are made between the transistors 

by using horizontal or vertical segment of wires. 

Integrated Circuit (IC) 

A single semiconductor chip fabricated with a 

collection of circuits. 

Min-net-cut Algoritlim 

The process of selecting a partition based on 

minimum number of nets cut across the partition. 
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MOS 

Meta l -ox ide- semiconductor . 

NMOS 

N-channel or negat ive -channe l m e t a l - o x i d e -

semiconductor . 

Net 

The logical connection between terminals of two or 

more transistors. 

PMOS 

P-channel or positive-channel metal-oxide-

semiconductor . 

Polysilicon or Poly 

Polycrystalline silicon. It is used to form 

transistor gates and interconnects. 

PGNets 

PNets with one of the ends terminated to ground. 

PNets 

Parallel connection of transistors. 
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Pseudo Gate 

A temporary gate representing a connection between two 

or more SNets. 

PST-nets 

Parallel-serial-terminal nets. 

Row Assignment 

The process of determining the order of tracks so 

that the number of vertical diffusion runs and the sum 

of lengths of the vertical diffusion runs are minimum. 

Schematic Circuit 

A wiring diagram with basic elements such as 

transistors. 

SD-net 

A dynamic net due to an SNet. 

SD-cut 

An SNet which is also a dynamic net cut across the 

partition. 
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Silicon 

A pure silicon material used in the fabrication of 

integrated circuits. 

SNets 

Serial connection of group of PNets and/or 

transistors. 

Static net or Fixed net 

The connection between transistors are fixed before 

determining the placement of transistors. 

TD-cut 

A TNet which is also a dynamic net cut across the 

partition. 

TD-net 

A dynamic net due to a TNet. 

Track Assignment 

The method of placing the nets on the track so that 

the number of tracks required is minimum. 
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Vertical diffusion run 

• The diffusion wire which connects the parts of a net 

placed on different tracks. 

VLSI 

Very-large-scale integration. Integrated circuits that 

contain 10,000 or more transistors. 
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